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A.LBUUUE RCtUE EVENING CITIZEN
ALliUOUEHQUE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY EVENING, SEl'TEMHEK I. 1905.

in

VOLUME

LABOR DAY MORE LARGELY

SAGHALIEN ISLAND

OBSERVED THAN EVER BEFORE
All Large

Witness

Cities

Immense

NUMHEH

221)

THEY GAVE UP THEIR LIVES

DIVIDED

TO SAVE LIVES OF OTHERS

BETWEEN FORMER FAR EAST FOES

Parades of

Steamer Breaks in Two in Fierce Gale But Eleven
of Crew Get Away in Boats

Workmen, Largest Being in

Four

With

New York
LINE

LADY PASSENGERS AND MAKE FOR DISTANT LAND

Scarcely any Part oi the Country Failed of Demonstration
Today Proportionate to the Number of
s
its Laboring Men.

Captain Calls for Volunteers to Remain With Him Since
AH Could not Escape and Six
Others Responded

WHERE FIFTY THOUSAND ARE FORMED

NO DISTURBANCES

OR

$l:lo,oinj.

Hoports from ah parts of the country Indicate that Labor Day is
with more than the ordinary
enthus asm wherever organized labor
Most of the
had gained
celebrations were of a purely local
character, and only in larger cities
was an attempt made to celebrate the
day on a larger scale. The day was
generally observed, and every kind of
work was stopped for the day, to give
the workingmen an opportunity to enjoy the day.
Albany, liuffalo, Binghampton and
other cities in the state of New York
report unusually large Lalor Day parades and the customary outdoor celebrations.
cele-bru'o- d

GOVERNOR DOUGLAS AND
MAYOR PATRICK VIEW IT.
Boston, Sept. 4. In Boston a big
parade was held in the morning, while

the afternoon was given up to picnics
and outings. The parade of the labor
unions was reviewed by Governor
Douglas and' Mayor Patrick A.
NATIONAL CAPITAL TAKES

A VERY ACTIVE PART.
Washington, D. C, Sept. 4. The
principal feature of the day in Washington was a labor outing on the
grounds of the Washington Jockey
Club, with automobile races, athletic
and gymnastic contests and other outdoor entertainments. Thousands went
on an excursion to River View and
other points in the vicinity.

PENNSYLVANIA NOT BEHIND
IN MEMBERS OR ENTHUSIASM.
4. The
Philadelphia. Pa., Sept.
Pittscelebrations In Philadelphia,
burg, Harrisburg and other large cities of Pennsylvania includes parades
and outings, with speeches, outdoor
games and athletic contests. At Pittsburg the parade was estimated at 15,-I'marching men; at Philadelphia
more than 10,000 men paraded.
HOW OBSERVED IN THE

GREAT CENTRAL WEST.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 4. Chicago had
an enormous Labor Day parade and a
number of outings and excursions.
There were also a number of meetings, which were addressed by prominent labor leaders.
The labor organizations of Indianapolis held a big celebration on the
fair grounds and several prominent
labor leaders addressed the crowds,
e'.ehratlor.s cr r. smaller scale were
.r.ia.ier scale were
Celebration
held in many other cities of Indiana.
Cinclnnat and Cleveland, as well as

ALBUQUERQUE MOTHER
AND HER CHILDREN
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Louisiana and other southern states
were not as elaborate as originally
planned. As a rule there were no
parades, and outings, with speeches,
races, athletic contests, etc., formed
the features of the celebration.
Atlanta, lia., had a big day, with a
celebration in Grant Park. Charles S.
Barrett of the Farmers' Cooperative
and Educational Union, and Judge C.
N. Ramsey were the principal speakers of the day. The parade in the
forenoon was the largest ever held
here.
Richmond and Norfolk, Va., had big
parades, fo. lowed by outings.
The
program includes athletic contests,
races and dancing. Nashville, Tenn.,
Birmingham, Ala., Columbia. S. C,
Jacksonville, Fla.,
Savannah. Ga.,
Charlotte, N. C, Raleigh, N. C. and
other southern cities also report large
In
and
enthusiastic celebrations,
many cases with parades.
There was no parade in Knoxvllle,
Tenn. The principal feature was a
grand celebration with speeches, athletic contests, races and other forms
Eugene V. Debs
of entertainment.
was the orator of the day.
In Galveston, rowing and yachting
races, under the auspices of the Galveston Boat and Yacht Club, formed
the principal feature of Labor Day.
There were no speeches. The parade,
in the morning, was quite Imposing.
Little Rock, Ark., had no parade,
but merely a large labor celebration
in Forest Park. Owing to the quar
antine conditions the programs for
the Labor Day celebrations in many
cities of Texas, Louisiana and Miss
issippi had to be changed. There were
no parades and only in few instances
limited excursions were posslb.e.
REPORTS FROM THE FAR
SOUTHWESTERN COUNTRY,
Oklahoma City, O. T., Sept. 4. Oklahoma City had a big parade in the
morning, followed by numerous out
ings In the afternoon.
Santa Rosa, N. M., had a good pa
rade, and in the afternoon a large
outing and barbecue with balloon as
cension, races and athletic sports.
San Jose, Cal., had a fine parade.
with industrial floats and In the afternoon a barbecue and general

EXPERT INSPECTS THE
SANTA FE CENTRAL

General Manager W. S. Hopewell,
of the AlbuquiT'iue Eastern railway,
was in the city Saturday night, acGALLUP.
companied by Norman F. Clark, of
The pomp and impertinence of the New York, and L. F. Cook, of Pitts- l lie
ordinary Pullman porter, when not burg, expert civil engineers.
r
piece, was pany proceeded on to Santa Fe
reconciled by a
morning, but tliey are expect- "displayed Saturday night.
"
'
Klin to the city tonight,
''
railed
2
was
No.
when one on train
t,a.u,rn t.ui.int,.r ln (.(,mpany
upon to furnish cle an linen and" make lViM) f'0,,m. Hopewell, General Mana-uthe htrth for Mrs. W. G. Willey, ,.r s. I!. Grimshaw, and Chief En- d up by a fire mincer j. it. ra.wen, or tne lenirai,
which had been
made a trip over the entire line of
near Gallup.
the
Central last wi ek for the purpose
conducts
Willev
Mrs.
t
Lilll Hie liuil, Willi a lew iu
lllf
.,...,,!
l.
ulriml
iil'iT
Oil millUl
IlOll.Se
fim n...., "',,.,.,11.,, a reKrt to eastern investors
was
shop,
and
Di
Farr butcher
as
the teaslblllt v ot extending tne
turning from Los Angeles, where she linetofrom
Torrance to Roswell.
u
0
of
boy
and
a
children,
anil her
gentlemen
expressed themThe
six
a
on
been
years,
7
had
girl of
selves as having enjoyed their trip
berth
a
lower
She
outing.
had
weeks
very much, but further than that they
on a tourist, and when near Gallupf would not talk for publication.
a
by
shower
ehe was awakened
.1
half-dolla-

ay

V.

.hi typography

union
Almost
the clothes hummock in the berth wasj
NEW OFFICERS
FLECTS
on tire, and it w as with great risk
who!
children,
the
rescued
that she
were on tne inner side and near the! Yesterday afternoon at a regular
The porter was finally found,' meeting of Aibiniuerqiie Typographical
fire.
and the t!r was ex' inuuished with. union No. Ilia, held at Central Labor
the hvl-- ot some of tne passeneers. hall on Rail.oad avenue, ottiiers ford
clothes wire badly the ensuing six months were t lecu
Mrs. WiUey's
burned, but w hat w as most atgi abat- as follows:
I're.-ideCharles I". Starr.
ing was that the porter insisted that
Vice President
II. W. Stevens.
nhe should return to bed in the
Secretary-Treasure- r
F. T. S'rutlier.
berth. After being threatExicuilve Committee W. J. Davis,
ened, however, be found some linen
J. Crinnle and George V. Crane.
and cl.aned up the berth, probably J. Sergeant-at-A.m('. E. McKee.
more from fear of losing hi job than
Delegates to Central Labor 1'iuon
bv sense of duty.
Huberts It Y Gamble and .I. M
Mrs. Willey considers her loss, not ' C.
Sylvester.
counting sleep, about $lou.
i
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TAKEN

BOATS

Eleven unknown, shipped at Cleveland last
trip; two wheelmen, names unknown;
two watchmen, names unknown.
The Sevona, a big ten hatch vessel,
Lake Superior, late Friday night. was bound from Ailouec to Erie, with
Eleven 01 tiers were rescued, including ore. Four women were on board. Inthe remainder of the crew and four cluding the wife of the cook. C. H.
women.
Clucky. The others were aboard aa
The story of the disaster Is as thrll-In- guests of the owners, and were Mrs.
a tale of shipwreck on he Great S. F. Spencer, Miss Jones of Erie, and)
Lakes, as has ever been told. The Mrs. William Phillips of Buffalo.
seven dead offered their lives as a
Friday, the steamer ran Into the
nacrifice for the rest of the twenty-twteeth of a northeaster, which is still
on board the lllfatcd ship. Of blowing a tefrlfic gale. Captain Mcthose for whom they gave their lives, Donald
tried to make headway
four are dead. The rest reached the against the heavy sea, but the storm
shore after a night of buffeting by became too severe, and the vessel
waves In an open boat, and a trip of struck Sand Island reef and broke In
more than twenty-fouhours, cutting two.
Captain McDonald called for
a road through the wilderness of volunteers to remain with him on the
northern Wisconsin.
ship., as the small boats, which were
Those who gave their lives for their floated, could not carry all. When
shipmates were: Captain McDonald, the tugs reached the scene of the
Northeast, Pa.; First Mate Louis Dar- wreck, nothing remained of the
win, Medina, Ohio; second male, name
but a few spars.
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WITH FOUR WHO HAD

of the steamer
were drowned by the wreck of
the steamer on Sand Island reef, in
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YELLOW FEVER PREVENTS
IN SOUTH.
DEMONSTRATION
Atlanta, Oa., Sept. 4. On account of
the yellow fever the celebrations in
New Orleans ami other cities of

OF A PECULIAR FIRE ACCIDENT IN TRAIN BERTH NEAR
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several other cities In Ohio report
large labor parades, followed by outings In the afternoon.
A monsur picnic at Spring Park,
Minnetonka, was the principal feature
of the Labor Day celebration in Minneapolis, Minn. William Templeton,
president of the Federation of Labor,
and Alliert II. Hall were the principal
speakers of the day.
Ottawa, Out., and Winnepeg, Man.,
had parades in the forenoon and outings In the afternoon.
One of the
features of the celebration in Ottawa
was a vaudeville show In the evening.
Twelve thousand workingmen, representing lo unions, para-Jetoday
in Kansas City.
At Topeka, the feature of the labor
parade was the striking Santa Fo
machinists, bearing banners with devices bitterly denouncing the railway.

VICTIMS

d!:r

-.-

ACCIDENTS THUS FAR REPORTED

Now York, Sept. 4. At least uo.noo
labor unions marched
members of
in the great I abcr Day paradefl which
formed tlit? principal ieature of
labor clav celebration. Among
tin; s"'onge?t U'.lons were- - those of
.the Teamsters, with about 10,0i0
men, tne United Honsesmiths with
I'lout S.niiii, and the carpenters with
nearly ti.iHin. The parade marched up
and down Fifth avenue and disbanded
at Union Square.
feature of the
Another
celebration was the laying of the cornerstone of a new Fast Side Labor
Triple, which Is to he erected on
Eighty-fourtstreet, near Second
avenue, it will occupy a lot 6"x1o2
feet, will be five stories in height and
will cost
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DEATH'S DOINGS

MAP
OF A RIVER IN 8AGH W.IKN CONVICTS CHAINED TO CKTS IN SAGHALIEN
TERRITORY IN WHICH SHE HAS LOST HER INFLUENCE.
The surface Is very mountainous, west coast,
Saghalien is a narrow island "00
The rivers are torrents, but alive
miles long, with an area of 2S,u)0 high cliffs extending to the sea on its
wua saimon.
square miles.
i
It extends northward along the
TheJapanese have developed the
coast of Siberia from La Peiouse
fishing Industry. Tons and tons of
herring are sent to Japan to fertilize
strait. South of it is the island of
Yezzo, Japan.
rice fields. It Is almost always ice bound, es
The principal settlements are
pecially on the eastern coast.
or Dul, the seat of the adHas been used by Russia as a penal
ministration;
Rykovslioie, Korsakov,
settlement.
'
and Muiavlevskl.
Its main product is fish, but it Is
Ilrles,
a
Gerrlt
lie
navigator,
Dutch
rich In coal and oil and timber. There
In the middle of the seventeenth cenhas not been much development of
tury, brought the island to the atteu- these resources.
I
V I
I
tion of Eiimne.
The population is hardly 40.000, ex
Japan owned the southern end of
clusive of soldiers who may be there.)
Snghalit-Convicts, exiles, native Giliaks and;
until 1S75, wlun it was acquired by Russia in exchange for
Ainus comprise the population.
some of the southern Kurile Islands.
The climate is very rigorous.
MOUTH

i

DENVER TODAY

i

TREATY NOT YET--

I

GREETS VETERANS!

SIGNED BY THE

Grand Army Visitors Assemble to Number of Fifty
Thousand.

Baby Son Dead.

Harry Hannah, the nineleen-monthold son of Mr. and Mrs. James Hannah, died this morning at the family
home on North Eighth street. The
cause of his dath was croup. O. W.
Strong's Sons have prepared the body
for burial and the funeral will occur
tomorrow morning, at 10 o'clock, from
the house, Rev. McNeil of the Daptist
church, officiating. Burial will be in
Falrview cemetery. Mr. Hannah is the
foreman ot the sash and door department of the American Lumber
s

IN TRAIN WRECK

of the Last Near Pueblo, Colorado, Where

Envoys-Proto- col

Forty Were More or
Less Hurt.

Day's Session Not Agreed
Upon.

William Tuston, better known as
"English Billy," a well known character of this city, was fined $5 in police court this morning for making a
bluff yesterday at suicide.
The story of the officers who arrested him is that "English Billy," who it
is alleged, was carrying around a
good sized Jag, went into several saloons in the city, and walking up to
the bar with a bottle of morphine in
his hand, would ask the bartender
for a glass of water, and holding m
the bottle of morphine, would . remark:
"Well, I am golrg to and it all, o
here it goes."
Each time, however, his friends
would interfere, and stop him. The
matter was reiiorted to the police and
they put him In Jail.
In police court this morning the
prisoner told the Judge that he didn't
want to kill himself, but was "only
fooling."
His "only fooling," however, came
very nearly getting him sixty days
in the county Jail.
,

James Rislly Dead.
James Rielly, aged about 45 years,
died yesterday morning in his apartments in the Highlands, after a short
Illness. The deceased came to Albuquerque a week ago from Saginaw,
Mich., to work ln the , mills of the
but
American Lumber Company,
found that the altitude was too high
He
for him, It affecting his heart.
had made all arrangements to return
to Saginaw, when he was seized with
an attack of heart failure and died.
Y. M. C. A. Athletic Meet.
Undertaker A. Dorders has taken
Pittston, Pa., Sept. 4. The big athcharge of the remains and they will
be shipped to Michigan tonight. He letic meet, under the auspices of the
West Pittston Y. M. C. A., is schedIs survived by a wife and two
uled for this afternoon, and the town.
Is full of young
athletes from all
parts of the state, ready to competet
Death of J. A. Swanton.
In
the various events. There will be
J. A. fewanson, formerly foreman at
dasn, 220, 440, 8S0 and one
the Alvarado, died last night at his a
hurdles,
apartments on the north side, after a mile runs; 120 and
lingering illness with Blight's disease. mining high, running broad Jumps,
pole
vaults, putting the
shot,
The deceased has relatives living in throwing
the
hammer, etc.
Chicago, and Undertaker Dorders is
All
will be handicap events, which
holding the remains awaiting advices
will give each contestant an opporfrom them.
tunity to win a cup or a medal. There
will also be races
and other field
A Wedding In the Woods.
Loon Eake. N. Y., Sept. 4. Miss events for juniors.
E4
Florence Fargo and Frederick Wheel- er are to bo married In the woods WtALInY LA I I LtMAN IS
near the Fargo camp on Loon lake,
one of the most charming spots in the
ROBBED AND MURDERED
Adlrondacks. Only members of the
family and some of their friends, who
Sallna, Kan., Sept. 4. J. F. Caldare sharing the hospitality of the
camp, will attend the picturesque wed- well,, a wealthy stockman, was murdered in bed during the night at hfa
ding ceremony in the woods.
t home near
Mentor, ten miles from
Sallna. Mrs. Caldwell, who gave the
CHOLERA IN PRUSSIA
alarm early today, said that she awoke
up to find her husband gasping his
CLAIMING VICTIMS last breath, having been slabbed by a
man who had fiist ransacked the
Berlin, Sept. 4 It was officially iiuuse. There is no trace of the mur-sixt- y
bulletined today that
choleia derer.
cases and twenty-thredeaths occur-- '
lied in Prussia.
SHOOTS HIS
LAUNCH TAKES FIRE
AND

VETERANS

AGED

SAYS HE WAS ONLY FOOLING

100-yar-

220-yar-

THAT

IMMENSE

NATIONAL

FLAG

Denver, Colo., Sept. 4. The thirty-nintannual national encampmeut of
the Graud Army of the Republic oien-ehere today. Thousands of visitors
from all parts of the country are cou-- j
gi cgated
here and the hotels are
srowded. The local posts deserve
great credit for the completeness oi
The veterans
their arrangements.
were received by committees upon
their arrival In the city and escorted
to their respective state headquai ters,
where they registered and were assigned to their quarters.
There is nothing in particular on
the grogram for today, excepting a
general and informal leception of the
visiting veterans and informal gather
Toings at the various headquarters.
morrow will be the day for general receptions and Wednesday the parade
uy
feature.
will be the principal
line of march will be over two miles in
length and over asphalted streets. It
has also been ordered that the march
music must not be played too quick so
as to tire the
One of the great natures of the
parade on Wednesday will be the
including the Denver posts. '1 ne
veterans of that division will carry
an enormous I'nited Slates Hag, 11 j
f i; long and fifty-fivfeet wide, with
a union held L'bxlJj feet.
Each star
teet in diameter. 'I lie
will be two
business sessions will be held on
Thursday and Friday.
The national headquarters are at
the Drown Palace hotel, where Com
mander King and his staff are holding
torth. At the same time the National
Women's Relief corps of the G. A. K.
encampment
is holding its annual
d

OF

THE

LADIES

MAY

DIE

Pueblo, Colo., Sept. 4. Forty peo
ple, most of them fiom Kansas and
eastern states, were injured by the
wrecking of Santa Ye passenger train
,
twenty miles
No. 'J at Boone,
east of here, yesterday afternoon. It
was reiMirttd last night that but eight

-

C'.-io.-

persons were hurt.
Most of those hurt are aged persons on their way to attend the G. A.
G. convention. The wreck was cauBed
by a tender of one of the engines
Jumping the track, causing the overturning of tour passenger conches.
All of the injured have been brought
to in- - Pueblo hospital and r'ven medseverely
ical attention.
The moM
hurt are:
'
s. Martha
Mrs. Mary Ba:ley and
Kan.
Woodward, of l.awre:.
report
Tile doctors at. tin
that most ot the i. j iries are of a
minor nature, 'nsis'ing mainly of
cms and bruise.

ENGLISH TELEGRAM TELLS
OF JAPANESE OUTBREAK.
New York, Sept. 4. It Is reporteH
in Tien Tsin. says a London dispatch

,

1

to the Herald, that dissent In Japan
over the concessions granted Russia In
the proposed peace treaty is so deep
that it Is feared that a revolution will
break o.tt through the empire. This
ia en, uas main- movement. It is
lested Itself In Jol.to. All OI inn cables are cut.

,

l

EX-WIF- E,

AND FIVE

ip--

JAPS ARE COLONIZING

MANCHURIA

j

RAPIDLY.

Commercial nien
Pekin, Sept. 4.
of nurt hern Chimi lcpo and believe
that the complete opening of vsouth- crn Manchuria to foreign trade will
be coincident with the evacuation of
territory now occiipb d by Japanese
troops. The Jans'
colonization of
repeated in
Korea has men
on a laige scale.

Playing for Coast Championship.
San Rafael, Cal., Sept. 2. The annual lawn tennis tournament for the
coast championship, began here this
morning. The number of entries Is
unusually large and nearly all the
crack players of the state are going
Among the contestants
to compete.
are Miss May Sutton, the British
champion. Alphotiso Bell, the former
Coast champion, his successful oppo,f last year; I):ummoiid
nent
Archie Way, Grant Smith and
I'ercv l unlock.
Mac-Gai-

Iqorrotes at the Fair.
Borland, Ore., Sept. 4. The ethnological exhibit at the Lewis
and j
Cla k evposMion is so.ui to receive a
valuable addition ln the form of a
Igorrotes. which
band ol
is on its way from the Philippine Isl-- (
Vancouver, B. I'., at the;
amis, via
the person against whom they were present time, and Is expected here
directed.
shortly. Thirteen of the party arej
Dr. MacArthur paid a glowing tnb men an
I neir
the res', are women.
sneaking
of
J.
William
lite
llrvan.
viliiue. on the exposition grounds,
nun
"the foremost figure on t lie? n. ar the head of the "Trail,'' is all
rii an plallo.m today."
finished and i.a ly to receive them.
M r.
llrvan delivered a lecture, en-itb I. Tin Prince of I'eace," "hich FEARED THAT MANY "RAFT
LOST ON LA K I SUPERIOR.
is one
the greatest lecture of our;
4.
t illleS,'
Sau t St.; Marie, S.'i
"It Is
As the
aid Dr. MacArthur.
fie hIoi
which has
a sermon, and he If queli'ly result of a
in ail. d over ake Su rlor for the
ilehver s it on Sundays."
t
thirty six b mrs, on ' two steam-ani- l
Dr. Mac A hur character!.. d
haw arrlvi here,
ernor Folk's address as a in. del of,
there is
.pernor
'SSelniell for
pa'liotisni and said that
auxictv inning
was a man oi tne most noblest the safety of f.i.y or I ire. craft on
the lake.
hi. a, s.

DEFENDING ROCKEFELLER

enty-s.-ve-

e

New York, Sept. (.A defense of
John D. Itockc teller and a denunciation of (lnvi niiir l.a Follette, of Wishint, were featconsin, wlio critic!.'
ures of a se.inoti .'eiivered last night
by the Rev. Dr. It"!-- ft S. MacArthur.
from a summer
who has just return.
lec! Iinng tour on Cliautuuqua a
bly ida'fo rms.
Dr. Mai Arthur mad'1 special refer-I- .
l.a
of Govcitior
e to the sp.-Follette, which r I, red to the Wea-- I of
.
it
ciar'
s. llliiai'1 .1.1 oiiipany, and
exaggerations wh;ch
d tb. iu to be
lor,
r d to ex. lie sympu'hy
omy

- ,

v
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Gov-jpas-

SELF

Chicago, Sept. 4. Georg" C. Miller,
a former board of trade operator, last
night wounded ills divorced wife and
her husband. Louis B. Hill, and snot
himself. Milb r died today. The police fear that their tlnory that Miller
was the man who shot Mrs. Mize a
fortnight agitf mistaking her for his
former wile, cannot be proved. Miller never regained consciousness after

snooting himself.

THE BOND OF NEW
SHERIFF APPROVED

for.

Fact.

Receptions and reunions marked
the opening today of the encampment
of the Grand Alloy of the Republic,
and of the conventions of the various
auxiliary organizations.
All incoming trains added thousands
of visitors to those already here, until now fjo.uoq is regarded as a
estimate of those present.
The Colonial Dames society gave a
rerep'ion to General King and his
staff, and the ladies of his party. The
woi kiiii men's parade in ceieleation ot
Labor Day, was joined in by many veterans, who are to march again later
in the week.
There were about
in the parade.
Indian dances in tin
city park were features of the day's
i nu rtainnient.

HUSBAND

DROWN.

Detroit, Mich., Sept. 4. Five people
are believed to have been drowned
during a panic last night on the gasoline launch Ben Hur, at the St. Clair
flats. It is believed one of the drowned is Fred Mogg of Cleveland.
The Ben Hur was taking forty people home to their hotels, near San
Ilouir, from a dance at Joe Betidorres,
when the gasoline began leaking, ami
exploded. The curtains caught fire
ami the flames caused a panic among
the passengers. Most of ihem Jumped
overboard. At 8 o'clock today all but
five passengers had been accounted

ATTACKS LA F0LLETTE WHILE

re.
Some Additional

TWO

Portsmouth, N. II., Sept. 4. Indications this morning were that "the
Treaty of Portsmouth" would not be
signed until tomorrow. The protocol,
or minutes of the historic session of
August 29, when peace was arranged,
was still in the Issue, and the chances
were auainst its completion and approval In time to sign the treaty by
5 o'clock, as had been previously arranged. The Japanese say that they
have no Information of the ieported
revolutionary outbreak in Japan.

h

Is.

RtVOLlTION IN JAPAN

NtWS OF

REPORT HAS IT, BUT NO BOND
YET FILED AT COURT HOUSE.

SO

A rumor is allo.it throughout
the city this afternoon that the
bond of lYriecto
Arniijo, the
in ly appointed sheriff, has been
approved by Judge Abbott, but a
telephone message to Uith the
dis'rict Court and county offices
brought back the information
that no approved bond of the new
sheriff or the other two recently
appointed county otlic.-rshad
been filed for
ccord up to 4
o'clock this afternoon.
Judge Abbott is at I.os I. Unas,
and a telephone tn.s.-ag- e
failed
to reach him, so The Citizen is
unable to fcut.staniiate the truthfulness of the report.
,
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PACE TWO

um

CATARRH
A

HEAT

UNIVERSAL DISEASE

Allniquerque 4, Snnt: IV 2.
This whs Hip result of yesterday's
frame at Traction pnrk. Albuquerque
in In the seventh IuiiIiik tiy a ureal
rally. Three
I'RttiiiK
times prnv-- '
lous to tho seventh tht Ilrowns pit
men en hasc ami well advanced, iiut
on each occasion by lack of heady
base rimniiiK, tho advantage pained
thorn nothing.
In tho faithful seventh Ortiz Rent ai
lino drive. Into center field. Ho advanced to second on a safe bunt by
Fluke. French did likewise, and there
was a move-uall around.
hit
Bwift one down to third base, which

Struck out.
Clearliart. I Anderson
by St;irr IT. by Nowmevor 3. Two
base hit, Sissler. Three bast- hit, Hale.
Passed
Hnses en bulls, off Starr 1.
balls, return 2. WJld pitch. Starr. Hit
by pitched b:tli. IVttus. Left on buses,
:!.
A llnni uTfUi
Double
Siinta l"e
plas. Santa le 2. linpire, I. N.
-
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SATURDAY'S GAMES.
American League.
II.
At St. I.ouis
1
l.onls

Pel veil
At New York
York
tost
account of rain.
Second (iatne
New York
Huston
At Cleveland
1
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E.
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K. H. K.i

Pittsburg
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E.

H.K.I

Brooklyn
At P'.tlsbil. a

"Si.

""'"fe'v,

11.
7
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Western League.
Omaha

VX
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PURELY

SJ

B. A. SLEYSTER

GUST

French Stealing Second.
Anderson failed to handle. Ortiz anil
Fluke scored, and yet Micro was no
out, with Randall and French still on
bases.
Starr struck out, but Hale
cleared the bases with a three base
bit deep into rictit field. The side
was retired by Newmeyer catching tt
liner hit by Ktini!. It was done so
quickly that Hale was caupht napping.
When Halo hit that three bagger
the grandstand went "daffy" with enthusiasm. A shout went up that jar--

II.

VECETACLE.

OFFICE

COMPAN I

UNTIL

CLOSED

Albuquerque, - New Mexico

AU

2R.

LAWYERS.

l.--

Bernard S. Rodey.
Albuquerriue
ATTORN
Prompt attention given to all
M.
huMnrsa pertalulnn to thp profession
Hill practice In ai! courts of the territory ana beforeUhe United Statu land

from theater:.
nil waste mutter
ta.it wtll pro-

duce Catarrh.

PIONEER BAKERY
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
Succc. or to Halting Bros.

CAPITA.

N.

Ira M. Bond.
,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 T ctreet, N
H ., U nshlnKton. jj. 1.. Per.slnna, lands,

R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTABV I,' V . 4 T. A VL
Alhnnna.nii.
Ottlce, HrL national Bank build- Ins.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNKY-AT-I.AW-

Well

,

Otttee

Albm ierque, N. M.

Moek,

Crom- -

Mi

THE

John H. Stlngle.

ATTORNE
Armlto bullfllnir.

Hulte 1, N.
Altniquernu. N. H.

OF

ARCHITECTS.

W. S. STRICKLER, V
WM. MclNTOSH
J. C. BALDRIDGE

DEPOSITORY

structure

and environment
lut'n w,1(,1y different. He
them together, implanting the
1
pollen of one upon the stigma of the
other. As a result the species are
Western League.
(thrown into a statp of perturbation
At Omaha
Omaha
4 sft to "wabbling," as It were.
The
Sioux City
3 life tendencies are broken up by the
OFFICE AND FACTORY
shock.
The plants resulting from the
Second Game
may
crossing
Omaha
resemble one or the
10
412 West Copper-Avenu3 oiuer 01 uie parent plants.
aionx t.itv
These are
not
important.
At Des Moines
Some of the plants
Des Moines
2 wi" eomhlne the best finalities of the
parents. From these. Improved varl- 1
St. Joseph
At Denver
leties of fruits and fliwers are nro- Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black 265.
5 uueen.
Denver
plants
.Some of tlie
lmeblo
will be lifferent
4
from either
parent perhaps unlike
Second Game
plant
Denver
In
10 a"' other
existence. From
Pueblo
new
4 these unusual variants
plants
may he developed.
He selects his
FIRE INSURANCE.
original subjects, from far and near
American Association.
RTAL ESTATE
At Kansas City
He hrln gs n rasnhorrv from
tl.eria
L0AN3
Kansas City
13 to combine it with n liln,l.-l,err,Milwaukee
5 California.
He brings a' plum from Automatic Phone 451.
(China or .T.m.m to eomi.ino 0
second Game
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
Kansas City
n a native apricot.
An experiment is
Milwaukee
13 built up on the foundation of a com- ,
At Minneapolis
nion wild flower, na tho
CO
CLARKVILLE PRODUCE
Minneapolis
n ample. In another expriment. a flower
st- Pal
1 from Austialla
may be used.
He
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
brings a cactus from rntm.i Amor.
second Game
Wholesale and Retail.
Minneapolis
1 ica to cross with a suedes from Ari- HIDES, PELTS AND WOOL
(i zona
ot. Paul
At Toledo
Having crossed hi
J. B. MacMANUS, Manager.
T1,e''
11 plants the seeds.
From the resulting 602 South First Street Both Phones
Ijonisvllle
2 seedlings he selects the single plant.
At Columbus
or the two or threo nr moot
htnh
' '""niDus
1 ho finds best suited for his
A.
ur pose
Indianapolis
4 The seeds of these arj aain planted,
riRE
i ami the woik of selection
goes on.
PENSION GRANTED TO
INSURANCE.
.
'
o a. fiiiMn a
It f c-.1
urn 019 Bixiy a:
Hum n l.nl
nve
inou- Secretary Mutual Building
in ulo SOLDIER, sand plants
that he selected the one
Office at J. C T?aldrldge8
whUe blackbeTy was
Helesate W. H. Andrews has been ,.rn"1. wn,.rb
yard.
0"pdTh,e eec's wumulate by
advised by the commissioner of pen- masons
Blons that a pension of $8 per month
1prOKrf RKion- - In 8
a" nlm,n;i! quantity of them.
has been granted to Feleeita B. de Ro- ' """
" n"
mem, living at Chacon. More county.
'
,
In
in dealing with
Dealers
a few ftvnmn npllP,7
N. M.
chooses few, but the number to be GROCERIES,
PROVISIONS, HAY
Chosen from ls large. When the time
GRAIN AND FUEL.
STAAB BUILDING WILL BE
for selection comes, the whoI- lot
Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
THREE STORY STRUCTURE it may be a hundred or two hundred Fine
and Cigars. Place your orders
thousand is passed before him in re-- ;
for this line with us.
view. He selects those which s,i his
NEW
BUSINESS BLOCK BEING purposes,
and the others go to the
ERECTED
NORTH THIRD STREET
ON
RAILROAD
brush beap and the bor?f,re.
NUE WILL BE
FINEST
He
Prof.
Viies
has
"It
remarked:
IN THE CITY.
is no easy task to pick the right apple M
M
A. St abb, the well known Santa Kg tree from a growlng'bed of three hunh iHUnlHANU anQ lYPtnnMINli m
Hut this
capitalist, wiio is iiavim; erected a dred thousand seedlings."
"
handsome brick business block on Is exactly what Mr. llurbank does. He
S. S. PEARLSTINE
West Itai road avenue, between Third deals with large numbers and his re2122 South Second street.
h
and Fourth streets, has decided to sults are correspondingly large and H
Auto Phone, 323.
s
M
make the biiildinu a three story sirtic important. Success Magazine."
tun, ii.stiad of only two, as was lirst
contemplated.
Look Out
The block is lapid'y assuming Also look where you
can get Cutlery The Ftiehr
larue proportions and when couipb led that is and will stay sharp.
will be one of ih,. finest buildings in
We have the exclusive agency for
Company,
Albuquerque. It will bead brick, with the world
T. Hessenbruch $.
fancy front and full plate Klaus' win- Co. Cutlery famed
Successors
& Fuehr,
to
Edwards
can
and
therefore sell you
dows.
the very jest Cutlery at prices you
West
307
Avenue.
Railroad
Albert
tl:i carpet and nig pay for the cheap kind.
Remember all Both 'Phones.
Day or Night
merchant, bus leased the entire build- these goods are guaranteed.
ing and will remove his extensive
Pocket knives, such as you pay 35
Take
Kodol After Eating.
stock into it. as soon us it Is com- to 75 cents for, here for 25 to 50 cents.
After a hearty meat a dose of Kodol
pleted. In addition. Mr. Kaber an- Razors, a very fine one, at
$1.00
Dyspepsia
nounces that he will also cairy a com- A two dollar razor for
Cure will prevent an attack
1 25
of indigestion. Kodol ts a thorough
plete line of the finest furniture.
The finest made for
. 1 75
digestant
and a guaranteed cure for
It Is expected that the building will Scissors, 4 inch
25 Indigestion,
dyspepsia, gas on the
be ready for occupancy by November. oLibsors, tour and a half inch...
stomach, weak heart, sour risings, bad
Scissors, five inch
' '
Dangerous and Uncertain.
breath
and all stomach troubles. Sold
Scissors, six inch
by a drugg sts.
Kor sunburn, tetter and all skin and Shears, seven and a
half inch!!
scalp diseases, De Witt's Witch Hazel Shears, eight and a half
Inch
Salve has no equal. It Is a certain Very best butcher knives, six
cure lor iiiinii, uieeumg, licuing nun
inch
the
protruding piles. It will draw the Are Best razor straps at 25 and . . . ..
AND
a
CURE THE LUNGS
out of burn and heal without leaving Glass cutters, oood oualitv
a scar. Boils, old sores, carbuncles, AT THE CAon BUYERS' UNIDM
WITH
etc., are quickly cured by the use of
STORE
the :"Diiin. DeWift's Witch Hazel!
122 North Second Street.
Sa'.ve
Aci pt 110 substitute as they
Wm. Dolde, Proprietor.
are often i iiigerott, and uncertain.1 '
GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
Sold by all druggie s.
I have opened a general repair
s'non
Prres
on South Thirl street, hack of WalCattle and Ranches.
60c 4$ 1. 00
and
Smile ch'.lce M it cttHle.
A fine ton's drug store, nnl solicit the trade
FOBfJ OUGHS
OLDS
Free Trial.
ranch. A snap in I nine property. Ad- of the city.
I.. II. SHOKMAKEB- - '!
dress ('. li. KIrkp rick, Mognllon, N.
Surest and Umcketa Cure fur all
IT IS EASY lu MAKE GOOD'
M.
THROAT ami LUNO XROUB.
BREAD
WITH
CLUB
HOUSI
US, or MONE1 BACK.
Subscribe for T e Evening Citizen. FLOUR.
j

0

may ,lBVP
1,rin-'-

s

this inning.
It was a good game throughout, and

the Improvement of the Browns since
-

1

vy

ing.
DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
Kor particulars call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.

ALBUQUEKQOE.N.M.

STOLL, Secretary.
Gleckler Block, Cor. Kourth street
and Oold avenue.

Rankin & Co,

FUTRELLE GIDEON,
Teacher of Piano.
Commercial Club building, Albuquerque, after September 24.

Gradi,

AVE-AMON-
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S
Hale Saves the Day With a Three
Base Hit.
last Sunday shows what a little practice will do. The Traction park field
never looked better than It did yesterday. The diamond had been skinned clean and smooth and the Hardens
are well sodded as a r$uit of rains
and the absence of Block running
loose upon It.
Albuquerque.
It H f)

AH

Hale. 1. f
Kunz, 2 b
Pet tu s, c
Keher, 3 b
Ortiz, r. f

nuke,

Krench, 1 h
Kandall, s. s
Starr, p.
Total

21

Santa Fe.
SissUr,

c

1st.

u. I'arsons.

0

n

1

A

n 13

r. f

(learhart,

1

1,

4

Ml

1

1

2
2
1

0
0
11

1

1

(1

0

S

It It ()

4

1

4

0

y

c. f.

1

KILL

COUCH

Dr. King's
How Oiscovery

'.

Total
Score by innings:

31

2

2 3 4 r. C 7 R 9
0 (i 0 4 n
0
0 1 0 0 0 1 u n 0
1

....
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Undertaking

.

Anderson, 3d. b.
I). Anderson,
b.
Newmeyer, p.
W. l'aisons, i.
Cawker, r. f.
Alarid, s. s. .

Albuqueniue
Santa Fe
Summary:

for Sharpers

'

27 10

Eirors,

Starr,

1

2

Kunz,

m

Asst.

Cashier!

GEORGE ARNOT
O. E. CROMWELL'

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA

THE

R. O.

STATE

I

TICKETS.
Cut Rates.
For reduced rates to and from all
points go to Paulsens Association
Railroad
Ticket
office.
Railroad
tickets bought, sold and exchanged.
RAILROAD

I

Fresh Meats and Sausages

jj

A Specially Fine Line

Q

C

6

207 West Gold Aveune

1

BOTH

PMONfl

McPHERSON, Vice Pres.
Asst. Cashier.

ROY McDONALD,

Standard

Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room
and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
Iron

Ax-tur-

412 W. Railroad Ave.

AUTO. 'PHONE, 671.

COLO.Ct.

"OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED

L. B.

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE
Grain

Flour,

1878

GROCER

and

Provisions.

Carries the Largest and Most Extensive Stock of
Staple Groceries In the Southwest.

Farm and Freight Wagons

B
M

4LBLQUERQUE.

RAILROAD AVENUE.

M. M.

xiixxiTHXiTmTrxxiixxitiixnxxmxxxxxxxiraH

CEMENT

SIDEWALKS

We arc now prepared to f gure on cement walks. We use first
class material and employ competent workmen which Justifies us In giving you a positive guarantee.
Our prices will
compare favorably with responsible competition.

LAUGIIUX

IIVPIIMM

STONE

COMPANY

AUTOMATIC PHONIC 711
acBsnctieaau

St.

ichae's

College

SANTA FE, N. M.

MARKET

UNION
8

;

D. A.

H. COX, Manager.

I.

Turkish Nongate is fne after a
dish of Ice cream eaten at Mrs.
confectionery store and ice
cream parlor.

I TRY OUR

BANK

HEATING CO.

on

Carries the United States mail; only
line with a change of stock enroute;
pood rigs, horses and drivers; leaves
A!hliuerciie every Tuesday and Saturday at 5 a. ni. For particulars, address W. 1,. Trimble & Co., agents,
AHmuerqtie, or J. n. PLOCK, proprietor, Perea, New Mexico.

Depository for Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Ft Railway
Company.

PLUMBING AND

Money to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,

STAGE LINE

M.

$100,000
$250,000

The

BED-ROC-

SPRINGS

p

Capital, Surplus and
Profits, $350,000.09

NATIONAL

MARRON, President.
HERNDON,. Cashier.

J.

Real Estate Dealers. Moved to 2084
West Gold Ave., ground floor.
Get our prices before you buy. We
have for a short time a few good
brick and frame houses and choice
vacant lots, on easy terms,
AT
PRICES.
Have vacant lots on the Hlphlands
from $100 to $300; $10 down, and $1
per week. This is a good Investment
and will double in price in a short
time. We have renters for all classes
of buildings, but very few to rent. It
will pay you to list your property
with us. All business entrusted with
us will receive oromDt attention.

JEMEZ HOT

Paid-u-

have had a very satisfactory growth since tbe establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we would like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

& GO.

wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE
CEIPTS, as low as flO.OO and aa high
as $200.00. Ioans are quickly made
and strictly private.
One
Time:
month to one year given. Goods reIn
your
main
possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us beborrowing.
fore
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

Authorized Capital,
$500,000.00

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

ROSA

N. PEACH

FE RAILWAY

OF iLUUOUEKOtlK

O.

Toti 8l

1

M.

I

Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penmanship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
English, Spanish and Mechanical Draw-

-

Johnson,

A. M. BLACKWELL

Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director
U. 8. DEPOSITORY.

Contractoraml Builder

E. WALKER,

J- -

W. W. WOODS
H. F. RAYNOLDS

tte

'

w- -

LUNA

FRANK McKEE

FALL TERM.

1

J

H.

President;

Officers and Directors:
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS,. . .President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...Vice
President

appointment.

.

I

SOLOMON

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

A. W. HAYDEN

-

LUNA,

Cahler!

BANK

'

habits,

SOLOMON

FIRST
NATIONAL

'

only one In the
game, anil stealing bases, as the sido
was retired by three strike outs. Pet- tua had trouble In holding Starr in

ALBUQUERQUE,

Ertl-mat-

'

nagger
getting a walk, the

OF

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

cro--in-

Randall Caught at Third Tryina to
Stretch a Two-Bas- e
Hit Into a Three

COMMERCE

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER Arrntunn.TiAu
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS"
CAPITAL, $150,000.00

-

3P3

5100,000

-

N. M.

AVE

...

-

K.

11

Second Game
Chicago
Pittsburg

SURPLUS

Interest Allowed cn Savings Deposits

patents. copvrlKhta, cavlats, letter pat
ents, trade marks, claims.

riur-ban-

Makes a Spectacular
Catch in Fifth Inning
ed a row of kids off their roost on the
north fence. The most morbid of the
fans was moved to applausd, and
"Snapper" was the hero of the hour.
Santa Fe secured one run
in
the second and sixth innings. each
Anderson made the first run by a hit too
hot
to handle to Starr and clever base
running. Alarid made the second run

AND

otliee.

Thos. F. Keleher

D. Anderson

TRUST

:'M)

Xothitlfr pnn.'ilii WEDDING
A
CAKE
SPECIALTY
F. V. Spencer and V. O. Walling-ford- ,
2 this great vegetable remedy in the cure
6
Omaha
,
of
rooms
this
disease.
Parnett building,
Write
for
book
our
and
patronage and wo
2
4
We
desire
Sioux City
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
medical advice you wish
We make
guarantee first class baking
H. K. any
At T''s Moines
no charge for cither'.
!07 S. First Street,
9
Albuquerque
pes Moires
0
CONTRACTOR A BUILDER.
8 2 THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Ca.
St. Joseph
II. E
At Put bio- A. U. Morgan.
5 HI 1
Pueblo
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER
6
1
9 HOW LUTHER Bl'RBANK
Denver
chperfulljr furrrtBhod; job work solicited. Automatic 'phone TU; Shop 111
CHANGES PLANT LIFE
American Association.
North becond street. Albuquerque, N. M.
PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND BRUSHES
At Milwaukee
11 50 AS TO SECURE MANY IMPOR
Milwaukee
PHYSICIANS.
TANT AND NEVER DREAMED OF
3
Kansas City
Palmetto Roof Paint stops all
NEW FORMS IN FLOWERS AND
Seeoml Game
leaks.
C. H. Conner, M. D., D. O.
3
VEGETABLES.
.. One gallon Devoes' Paint cover.
Milwaukee
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
. . 300 square feet two coats.
0
Kansas City
President New Mexico Board of OsteoTho pioeesses by which I. tit her
At Indianapolis
pathy.
All
diseases
successfully
the
famous
horticulturist, LEATHER, HARNESS. SADDLES, ETC. treated.
0
Indianapolis
Offlice
Barnett building.
Tiiey
2 worl s, are not new or peculiar.
Columbus
2
Hours, 9 to
and 2 to 4. Both teleare in accord with well known and
Second Game
phones. Sundays by appointment.
i i inapolis
2 unalterable laws o: nniure.
The prin- - 40!) AV. KAILKOAI)
6 r'iai metnoits used are selection and
Columh'is
Dr. J. E. Bronson.
eroslr.e.
At Toledo
Homeopathic i'tiyslclan.
Nature Is using these same pro- 3
Toledo
Room TTWhiting Kloclc.
l.ouisville
0 ,,ses every day. The hies and the
cany
wind
the nollen of one flower
VETERINARY.
LIVERY. SALE. FEED AND
to fertilize
SUNDAY'S GAME.
another, thus bringing
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.
?
about the
of species.
surgeon and dentist
Veterinary
The
TRANSFER STABLES,
American League.
strustcle for existence, and a thousand
Horses, cattle and dogs treated by
At
.
circumstances of growth and develop- Horses and Mules boutrhtand ctehanp-eJ- the latest, up to date, app.oved, sciChie.v;o
ment, tend t;i weed out the unlit
Address V. L. Trimble - Co.. entific methods. Oflice at Trimbles'
Cleveland
anion? t.ie plants, leaving the best to
stables.
Old phone, 3 : auto., 122.
New Mexico.
lbu(iiier()iiii,
is
vt''
THis
National League.
IN
BEST
TUIINOUTS
where natures operations are largely
CLAIRVOYANT.
At St I onis
Tllh: CITY.
Ieft ,( .fll"nee and accident, Mr. Hur- St. I.oiiis
4
Mrs.
,ltlnK
Alice
gives
Coburn Hayward, clairthem Intelllcent direction SECOND STREET, BETWEEN RAILROAD
Ciiicinnati
q
voyant and business medium, 120
nml llis r'sil"s are sure and Imme- At Chicago- AND COPPER AVENUES.
South Arno street. Office hours: 10
,,ia,
Chleago
1
to 3 dally. Evenings and Sundays by
takes two plants, whose life- Pittsburg
0
At

MONTEZUMA

wall

Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 3m Katlnmil avenue
OIHco hours
a. in. to 12:30 p. m ; 1:311 p, m. to
p. m. Telephone 462. Appointments made
by mall.

JOE RICHARDS,

3?,

3
1

4

14

Si. I.ouis

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 ana 16 Grant block, over
the Ooblen Jtulo ury Ooofia Company
Doth phones. Appointments ruado by

Emii Klcinworf

CIGARS

National League.
Chlcnuo
Cincinnati
At r.oston
llosten

DR. J. E, KRAFT.

Ho-bo-

0
It. H. K.
3
5 1

Cleveland
Chicago

cy

CARDS

DENTISTS.

ri;s-ep-

H. H. K.
0

lilARHfl

T

game called on
1

PROFESSIONAL

Catarrh usually begins "with a cold in
the brad, but docs not stop there. The
nd saU
All klnos of fr esh
mucous membranes ail become inflamed
Factory.
MeatV."
Sauoaae
iTt
btf
him secret o a inuiv, unucnllhv matter
which is ."iVorbe l by the blood and disj ,ii ts of the body.
The
tributed ito;
patient
then continually Hawking
and sjiittin;;, the nose is stopped up,
the car have n ringing or buzzing noise
the t'.iro.it becomes sore, anil us the
MASOMC PUICIH, N. THIRD ST.
healthy matter more thoroughly satu- 'i a general leeling of
i.oes uie i
takes possession of the system.
IhndCntnrrh for about fiftpn yara.
vo
and no ninn
toe'd
worso. I
iKSURAKCE.
,
tried ever-I rould lioir of. bet no
(rood rpsul-I. 1 tlir-8. 8. S
lnr:in
i Uti.e inn
Bn.t could f
REAL ESTATE,
overrent froiri
tli first bottle, find t.utr ttkinir it a
NOTARY PUBLIC
Miort v. hi v.s (rurod. Xli'r. woo tix
ypi-- s niro. irl
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There will be some Big Real Estate Sales made between now and Spring

Albtqteiqte Always Booms in the Wintei1

ii

PRICES ARE NOW THE LOWEST

M

chance for wage earners to make big money. 150 beautiful 50 foot
Residence Lots Eastern Addition, Highlands. Today, price only $100,
S150, $200 per lot. YOU (JAN A j a pi
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DOUBLE YOUR WAGES BY BUYING
A LOT NOW.
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BATTLING

JIMMY BRITT.

DRIDGE.DEACH&COs The Memory of Quality

"SUPERIOR"

Remains Long After
Price is Forgotten
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WITH OUR

Pilsner Beer

a

la what we are doing with every
one who teats lt delicious flavor and strengthening qualities.
There is no warm weather beverage that can compare with
this refreshing drink on a warm
day.. It Is not only pleasant to
taste, but is Invigorating and
wholesome. $3 per case of two
dozen quartet; $2 per case of
two dozen pints.

eye-sor-
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J.D.EMMONS
(Successor to Futrelle Furniture
Corner Coal and Second.

lirice of steel rails to Its customers
for 18UG at $28 per ton. Practically
all the independent steel Institutions
have also announced a reaffirmation
of the $28 rate for rails for litOtj.
The price is believed to be accom-- !
panied by a guarantee which provides
for rebates in the event of the rate
soing below the schedule prices. It
action was
is understood that this
taken at meetings held in Pittsburg
and Cleveland.
The paiticipants in the new sched-- .
ule are understood to include the,
Lackawanna Steel company, the Penn-- j
sylvania Steel company, the Cambria
Steel company, the Tennessee Coal &
Iron company, the Republic Iron &
Steel company and the Colorado Fuel
& Iron company.
Among the big orders in for rails ia
one from the Santa Fe for 50 ooo tons.
Tne cost of these rails will he In tue
neighborhood of $1,500,000.

MILLIONS

EXPENDING

FOR IMPROVEMENTS

50,000

TONS

OF

RAILS
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Southwestern Brewery
Auto. Phono 292.
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Ice Company

ASK, FOR DIAMOND ICE.

Colo. Phone 93
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Auto, 'Phone No. 316

Residence Auto. 'Phone No.
Bell 'Phone No. 115
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Santa Fc Building Miles Of
Double TracK On Its
System
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With the object of getting a satisfactory article you should not hesitate to pay a few dollars more, and
have the satisfaction of knowing that
you have the Best. A Range is either
e
to the housea pleasure or an
wife. Buy a Superior RangeN and
housekeeping wilt always be pleasant.
We have them, from the cheapest to
the Best. "Get the Habit."
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Funeral Director
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CLUB BUILDING.

Between JC.nnn.nnn and $7,000,000
WHITE OR BLACK
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Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
.. .
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in
road, pari lcumiiy
tending the double track system. A SOUTHWESTERN "STRIKERS"
ARE PROMPTLY FIRED,
good deal of this money is being spent!
MANAGER BIUV NOLAN.
I
PROMOTER JAS. COFFROTH.
MANAGER WII.ME BRITT.
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Low Rates to Denver.
runs to Holliday, and have been replaced by others and all City, Kan. Mr. Petillon just recently
Public Is Aroused.
off. This cut-of- f
VISIBLE TYPEWRITERS
(disposed of the Dodge City Democrat,
The public ia arounscd to a knowledge
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miles of double track are Is serene and quiet again.
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grtat
of
of
c
Denmerits
curative
the
engine
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to
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The tiouble
trip rate of
for a
being laid on it. In fact, the work
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tonic, Ekctrlc Bitters, for nick stom- ver onround
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which
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This rate i3 for
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an old E.
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lers of 546 St. Clair avenue, Columbus,
was the benefit of members of the G. A.
world. This is no experiThe daylight lido along the Hudson Ohio, writes: "For1 several months 1ague,
Double tracks are also being laid was sent to the Douglas shops for an
given up to die.
had fever and
ment, but has been testfrom Chicago to .Toliet, a distance of overhauling. Nine boilerruakers of the river, through New York state and my nerves were wrecked; I could not R. and their wives, as in case of the
ed and tried, and baa
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Labor Day
You often see some verses

JTfcrper recently announced Hint tlie Chicago University Is going to be divided up Into n number

of small colleges. He said: "Along with the recognized
advantages belonging to a large institution, it Is weli understood that Rome of the undoubted advaninui s of a
email college are In danger of being lost. In order, if
possible, to combine some of these benefits which are
found in a small co.lego with the resources and cosmopolitanism of a great Institution it is intended that beginning with the next autumn ijnarter the junior colleges
shall be divided into smiill colleges."
Commenting on this. Mr. Hryan's Commoner remarks: "Tills Confession, coming from so high a source,
Might to convince parents of the wisdom of allowing their
children to secure the earlier part tat least) of their college training at the smaller and nearer Institutions. The
untall college furnishes education at a lower cost than
Iho tarcer institution: It keeps the boy nearer home, thus
enabling him to visit home and tils parents to visit him;
it brings the teacher and student closer together and
gives the student the benefit of the teacher's Ideals. The
email celege. if under Christian Influences, also gives
more attention to ethical culture.'
Mr. Bryan, as president of the board of trustees of
Illinois college, '(Jacksonville, 1,1..) Is especially interest
ed in that institution and loses no opportunity to bring n
to the attention of the parents who have rhidren to educate, but there are a great many excellent smali colleges
scattered over the country and other things being equal,
the nearest one is the best.
Northern New Mexico has infinite possibilities. We
who live in the region want to develop tin in all. Las
Vegas and Raton must remain the large towns of northern New Mexico. It is important that they work together
to the end that the large section they dominate be made
as prosperous as possible. He a town never so advantageously situated, have it never so good a local standing
yet Its best and most substantial growth is with the
growth of the country about it. New Mexico it yet too
much a territory of towns. The era of the development
of the country is coming. It is the most hopeful of signs.
Raton Range.
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There are more than nuie hundnd wemen teamsters
in the United States.
There are now in California 35,000 Japanese, and on
the whole length of the coast fully lun,tnm, the. majority
having arrived in the last five years.
Illinois has T.oou coal miners, GO per cent being foreign born, the majority, arriving since ISM, having taken
the paces of Americans and Americanize,; miners from
western Europe.
x
Of the stenographers and typewriters in Hie l uited
States 70 per cent are women. Of the Miioui teachers
67.4 per cent are women, and in some of the Nov LnluiiJ
states 91 per cent are women.
Although women are entering Into the industrial field
in increasing numbers, in many industries they are merely taking the place of children. The proportionate number of children in the manufacturing Industries has been
constantly decreasing, and from some industries they
have been altogether excluded, women taking their places.
The board of directors of the Bourne nii.ls, Fall Kiver,
per cent
Mass, has declared an advanced dividend of
on the wages of its 7o0 employs for the four months ending December 2, 1905. The dividend wld be paid to employes December 23. Sharing pront a with, employes has
been the practice of the Uourne mills for many years.
In the United States there are 5,319,91 women and
f
of whom
pirla employed outs'de their own homes,
enre under 25 years of as i Oik tenth of .he won-tgaged In manufacturing arc nunie.l. Vonien constitute
18.4 per cei.t of 'in- - wbolo number of welters, as iliowi;
fcy the ceuju.- of occupation tables, but (since they do not
work so steadily as men the, proportion of female labor is
cousiderabh lets than IS. 4 per cent.

and draymen

c.r.e-:,cl-

-

Kansas City, Ks., it seems, has the same system of
revenue raising now practiced in Albuquerque that of
licensing illicit occupations through the ruse of fines.
The Kansas City Times characterizes the method as "a
despicable system of revenue," a "demoralized and demoralizing system," "a plan of raising revenue which not
only is demoralizing to municipal morals, but offers a
constant temptation to Individual dishonesty." While the
last Item is charged as a fact accomplished in Kansas
City, Ks., it is fortunate that "the system" has not yet
wrought that evil in Albuquerque. There is no shadow
of doubt here that the "tainted revenue' Is all turned into
the city's coffers.

O WAD SOMIi

POWFI!

An obscure weekly raper, published In Albuquerque,

said editorially, the other day:
"The daily newspapers of this city have succeeded in
giving the city of Albuquerque a name for graft and
blackmail' entirely undeserved, simply because they
lacked in newspaper sense, which menas that they could
not recognize news when it was tied to their office doors,
and are unable to tell the truth, anyhow."
It is astonishing that the writer of this quotation
ahouid continue to hide his light under the pint measure
production. He sould, by all means,
of a 2x4
apply to Pulitzer for the presidency of the new College of
Journalism, his transcendent abilities having been manifested in his many years of weekly work, reinforced by a
few weeks of brilliant success in running into the ground
a Jlttle, bnt now defunct, El Paso daily.
It is doubtful If there is another
newspaper
man in America, as well fitted, In his own estimation, to
Instruct the daily press of the entire land In the recognition of news and the virtue of veracity. Hums once
aid:
"O wad some power
The gifte gie us.
To see ourscls
As others see us."
once-a-wee-

FEATURE

Sunt

The railroads that some time ago adopted age limits

are now finding they made a mistake In many Important
particulars. Exeprlence and the eare ami conservatism as
a result thereof are qualities of the highest Importance.

OF LABOR
BY ORGANIZATION

The
of labor against the power of concentrated wealth. Is as old as organized greed;
but the
American ntind has been slow to learn
world-wid'nth that social misery comes more from inequality of
privileges regarding proper! v than-fr,.........
'
of poutical rights. Steadily we nr.. b,...
...
f,,,....
ognize !he fact that with all our
',
,....
political equality only the most thorough
organization of
m
in uetenAe of It, rights saves s from tl...
misery that wearies lite under Mm ,,..,.,
,
e

e

..

Ionn-boasio,- !

,.,

United labor, though an immense, unwl.ldly
often
and stili incohesive mass, often wrong. i its
effort, and brutal in its wrath, is nevertheless growltu-iability to- hold Its own against
capita The h-quarter century has witnessed a united
stea.lv rise in wag, s a
.
;
narked decrease
nf ,
Rml a ,,,,.,,;, .',.
:erment of the wage earn, rs' condition. i;:,io:i
or has
on labor with
louay, necause of the triumphs of unionism, every
'nan who work.i for 'vages who: to r he is a luiiori man
or not, works under licit, '' terms
i'le! eovli'.ions than
lid the man of twenty-fivyears nmi. Tom ,.i.i
' '
...
r:on .1..,. I...
l'r
"""" is capitals slave and mti.-- t
content
uin oread and colthes as its employ, r sees fit to with
accord
I ii.l
't. is il.Mi! In tills .......
f.ir.n ..
t V i:
that it '.v?s
to lorg in dying, organized ;
reed
"bit! id gain a Ire- nicndous advantage.
The long blindness originated in the teachings
and
trainings ot past generations. Our fathers,
having biaved
.
the l.erils i( .in'i,
e.is ami survived I lie privations ol
i howling wildeTn. ss that tiny might believe
io jmrl
tutor aloud, without, hindrance or restraint,
re
certain
lgious maxims, cam.. In time to believo H.,.t
also a political gospel, somewhat akin to
their theological
creed, in which national salvation
,
...
i... ...
simply uttering from time to time,
certain glittering
on political abstractions.
And we came to be a
race of political phrase-eaters- .
Epigrams that had been
without inspection or test. To maxims
and proverbs-su- ch
for Instance, as "Government of the
people, by the
peop e and for the peop.e," All
men are c ea e lequal "
and the like ad infinitum.-- we
looked for our so. po
and social salvation.
To this fools' paradise we were greatly
helped bv the.
happy circumstances attending the early
conquest of civ-l- i
Izaiiim om a rich and virgin continent.
The deep, fcr-lisoil of our wide domain, which offered free
homes to
the industrious, saved us for a time from
that fierce
which crowds the hungry masses down. Failing
to comprehend from what we gained our
prosperity we
attributed a.l the good we enjoed to our "free institutions, as we called them, and blindly proceeded
trom under our good fortune the very foundation to cut
of our
advantage. We donated whole territories of our precious
domain to corporations, until the surplus land was practically exhausted, and then, with the same
conditions that
have so long aff.lcted Europe, we began to
wonder that
our 'free institutions" seem to have lost
their charm The
ballot failed to bring just remuneration for
toil.' The
sacred maxim that "all men are created equal." was a lie
when one man had power to fix the terms
and conditions
under which another must work for him.
When labor had learned that if it was to have rights
they must be secured and maintained by Its own
united
action, then came the dawn of a brighter day. Never
bqlore in the world was so large a body of men so well
paid and so happily conditioned as is the vast
body of
American workingmen who today celebrate the triumphs
and advancement of united labor.
"
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ROBINSON

PARK

THE FALL KINKS
Longer coats wider collars and lapela
more
lullness than ever In the chest trousers
fuller
In the knees and front and less so on
the side
vests cut slightly lower.
About the fabrics. The richest and most gentlemanly patterns that have yet appeared in the
garments.
,
y
-Cassimeres. worsteds Snnuh i,r.it.
TTr'
J hese
come In plain colors, neat
s
and modest broken stripes
,,
$
be Batly surprised to learn
$18.00, $20.00 and $25.00 will do
for
a handson,fi' wel1 c,,t and we
unowTAu
reauy-ior-servic- e

over-plaid-

.wll.1,1-?o7t2!n-

Iy

bS?'

We're loaded with Fall Newness.

M. MANDELL
F I X E C O T II I X (

Divison No. 1 International Asso
ciation of Machinists.
1'
No.
Division
Ilrotherhood of
Painlers ninl lecoralors. No. SL1.
Division No. I! Electrical Workers.

OUR

No. Hoi!.

Division No. 4 International Tv- pographieal union No. 304.
Division No. a liarbe. s' Interna
tional union. No. 501.
Division Nil. tl Stonemasons' In
ternational union, No. ,'1.
Division No. 7 International Assoelation of Machinist Helpers, No. '2f.
Division N. s International
erhood of
Helpers. No.

1

lui-rr-

e

.

WOOD

we

Alvarado Pharmacy

Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

Special Frices
On the Following
$12 Refrigerators
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves.
$8 China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowls

..

THE DRUG STORE THAT SELLS EVERYTHING NEEDED

$9
.$6.75
$6
25c

BOTH PHONES

II

Kt

SOME OTHERWISE

In

rrttoNo block

specks

service
Day

in

SUPERINT
FAIRVIEW

UNIVERSITY

NEWS

AND

AVE.

the lioartv minnnrt n.f v,
dents. Miss Hnenelt. Prof U
and Ralph Tascher spoke of the history and purposes of the paper.
Ross was then elected editor-n-chicand Frank Alvord was made
business manager.
The football
rv
crrnivn
fifteen good men who practice every
afternoon, under the coaching of Prof.
Angcll. It is hoped that a game may
be arranged for i,.,tu.,.,n ti...
sity and the Indian or Mcnatil school
(any in the season. Later there will
be games with the Santa Fe Indians

Fust Kind Word.
The negroes in New York are apparently more
anxious to get away from there than those in the south
are to leave this section. Negroes used to be
Inclined to
the belief that if they could only get to New York or
some other northern city all their
troubles would disappear. This recalls the story of a negro
who was received
with great politeness in New York, but who
could secure
no work. He was greeted as "Mr.
Johnson," and made to
that be was of much social importance, but right
there tne kindness stopped. Finally .beating his way
'nek south, he was lying in a Virginia havrick when the
found him. Then "Mr. Johnson" was
assailed with
a volley of language that was appalling.
Tears came to
bis eves, and with voice
he said:
'Moss
(mine lake you ,y de hand. Dem's do fust
I
kind
words
he.rn cue I l,f r Georgia."-Savan- nah
(Ga.) News
-ei

r

"These railroads," says the Chicago Tribune, "have found
oddly enough, that some of their employes become more
valuable as they grow older." Hence, they are returning
to the civil service idea that the longer one stays In any
position the more valuable such an one becomes in the
Always Won at Poker.
position.
One of the most remarkable card players
in the world
Three hundred anil twenty-threthousand vigorous recently died. He was a tall Kemuekian and reveled in
poker.
young
In
y
the center of his forehead was an ace of
trees, come out from Germany, recent.
arrived at Potsdam, X. Y., where they are to be planted Miaib s, a depression in (he skull and plainly noticeable
by a company that expects to make a cutting from them in the skin. He once told me he had never
lost a dollar
about twenty years from now. Tree planting is one of at puker. and was
ahead of the game. No profesgambler
the chief needs of the valley, plains and mesa parts of sional
he! He won from his friends at a
small
New Mexico.
.imit. His business was suvh that he had to
work about
eighteen hours out of the twenty-fouron a salary of
The great family of Silay, a city of 1 l.'.uo inhabitants i...uoo a year, and his recreation was the merry game of
In the Philippine, Island of Nigros, is that of Ming Lee. draw. Victor Smith in New York Press
They are Chinese Meztlzos, patriarchal and vastly rich,
the great house sheltering the sous and t heir fainllb s, A Cheerful Giver.
more than forty adults, with their droves of ohil.'reii. 'I
Hobby's father had given him a
pi.e,. and a
r
eldest son lias Jut completed his second term IS gov.
quarter of a dollar, telling him that he might put one
or
nor of the island.
tlie other on the contribution plate.
"Which did you give, Bobby?" his father asked when
Some peaches placed on exhibit in the F.l Pa
the boy came home from church.
Chamber of Commerce by J. H. Thompson, of the Moid!'.,
"Well, father. I thought at first I ough to put In the
valley, have attracted great attention for their si.'
quarter." said Bobby, "but then, Just in time. I re inThree specimen weigh a total of thirty-threounc.
hered 'The Lord
cheerful giver," and I knew I
Lets hear if there are any Otero county people who c:, could give the tenlov.th apiece
cent
a great deal morn ri, .......
beat or equal it. Alamogordo Advertiser.
fully, so I put that In." Philadelphia Ledger.
$l.-1.li-

,

ten-cen-

t

and tlie A. .V M. College.
'I'lie Athletic association held its
lbst meeihu yesterday and elected

a

OSENFIBLD

MR

i

TJU3

r

The Man You Can Trust
unredeemed dtamonila. The largest
tablishment in the southwest.

In

U3

BAR-

RAILROAD AVENUE

Next to

A

1

in'

V

Shippin'

FREIGHTS

MIIIB

&t. Elmo

J

. :

...VEHICLES

of"'

AND

HARNESS

J,

PRICES LOWER THAN EVER,

HIIIIWHHHlMMMili

Gity nflarketl

lelini

John W. Abbott, Prop.

committee, consisting of Hugh
Herbert llmilson .,,.!
Only tho Best
narsch and Finch, to nominate Offl- eis ior the coming year.
tie Mill Im:i; for t
Meats, Butter and Eggs
central In Jit- nig is golii- - up rapldlv, and Will b
comple'ed
re cold w. ,;'llT I'llllll'n.
109 North Second St.
iue a Idiiion has e. ii huilt to
as
tott.u'c,
'tils
there were not!
rooms enough
for the number of
young ladies wishing to live
"I had a running, Itching sore on
on the
campus.
my leg.
Suffered tortures. Doan's
Ointment took away the burning and
AFFLICTED WITH SCREW WORM itching Instantly and quickly effected
permanent cure."
C. W. Lenhart,,
Bowling Green, Ohio.
Catlleniiu in (.rant county anil
APPLY TO MRS. HEALD, 805
other puns of the territory report
that their cattle have never before EAST GRAND AVENUE., COLORADO
been, xo at Dieted with the deadly PHONE 62. (3 rings), FOR PRIVATE
screw win m as during the past few INSTRUCTIONS IN SPANISH, ENG
weeks. The slightest scratch, t aus.xl LISH, LATIN AND FRENCH.
by any trifling accident. Is liable to
coming" events
become iniiced with the worm, for
wherever there id tt drop of blood the
blow fly lays it3 etigs, and within a
September 5 School begins, the
lew hours ;:i y have hatched out into
the screw whmi, and have commenced day after Ibor day.
September 8 The Eruno Dieckman
their deaiilj work. Calves recently
branded a e the greatest sufferers, concert.
September 18 to 23 Twenty-fiftand mini) of the uttlMueii who have
Fair.
branded in n,,, ast month, are now Territorial
September 3D "Roniona." at the
kept busy ri n g the range and treating the afflicted stock. A preparation Klks' opera house.
is manufactured
esneclally for this
SCHOOL
BOOKS.
WATCH FOR
purpose, and is said to be very effective, causing li.e worms to loosen their NEWCOMER'S INDUCEMENT.
hold and drop out within a short time
COMING
KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT
after lis a, plication.
SUN, SEPTEMBER 23.

.,

Everybody welcome to look through
our large three-floo- r
repository.

,

high-grad- e

Ey the Albuquerque Transfer Men

IMHia

vi.

U"''

Pleasure is yours when
you have one of our

have us once, you'll
again.
Prices right;
there ain't no gougin'.
You

call

-I-

es-

Large new stock just in.

'Phones.
North Second Street.

Dray

pawnbroker's

...!..V7r.;...................

Both

in'

lZ

JJUOKKK

Bcesuse Ho Is

Bryan,

&

KORBER

WHOLESALE

& Eakin

GO

LIQUOR AND CIGAR
DEALERS

Exclusive AtrenWfor Veliowstoue
and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet & Chandon White Seal Oiuunpagne. St. Louis A
M. 0. Bohemian and Jos. Sehlitz
Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and
distributors of the Alvarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated ea'aloue and
price list. Automatic Telephone 11)9. Salesroom 111 Jioutti K'rht Street.
Ubuqueraue New Mexico.

i

l

as sno.v snd free from all

wrinkles.

or

MONUMENTS.

201-21-

its finish.

keeps

..ts!

BARA CEMETERIES

A dozen new students en,
oiled last
week and as many more will register
'
next week.
Apparatus for the out door gymnasium is now on the way to Albuquerque
from Providence, R. I.
It includes
parallel hars, ladders and other fiiuin-ments- .

Notice how long it

see hew

THE PEOPLE TRADE WITH

NDENTe
SANTA

Try it and

imperial Laundry Co.
"RED WAGONS"

Bargains

connection with the Labor
a special feature.

.

woik?

We turn out linen, white

UNDERTAKERS

this respect Albuquerque

will not be behind the larger citis in
tlie country, which make the Sunday

'

our laundry

it is,

durable

N

PHARMACY

itUIIUUU IIIU UUiltUOllUI III toll

We give on

STRONG'S SONS

f,

De

iuu

THE

T.t ,Cr.--r

III

II

o. w.

Gounod
This was the first sermon of this
kind ever delivered in Albuquerque,
but after this it will become a permanent feature of the Labor Day ex-

PROPS. ALVARADO

T.7

mubu

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

with the sermon, an
attractive musical program was ren- FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD
dered, as follows:
Orian Prelude Due fiom Hymn of
Praise
Mendelssohn
Solo "The Way of Peace"
Lloyd
Mrs. F. B. Schwentker.
Solo "The Palms"
Fame
Mr. J. C. Taylor.
Postlude "Marche Pontificate

IN

CK ROOM.

Decorated Haviland China, at 0
per cent discount.
75c Glass Berry Sets
25c
35c Glass Water Pitchers
2Cc
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$1.25
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65c
50c Steam Egg Poachers
40c
$12.50 Buggy Harness
$10.50

Day.
In connection

ercises.

'

Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Grfc
Mill wood, $2.00 full load.
,
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phone, 44

-

post-offic-

YARD

LOOK

lo!i.

Division No. in Brewery Workers
union, No. 3.10
Division No. 11 United nrntlur- hood of Carpenteis and Jointers of
America, local No. 1319.
Exercises at Robinson Park.
Immediately alter tile parade disbanded at Robinson park, Hon. 11. S.
Korley .opened the exercises at the
park with an able at'd well delivered
address appropriate to the dav. The
park was filled with a crowd numberHi':
several iltou.-an- d
pi oole.
Mr.
Rodcj's mbl:'i.--s was Inierr'upted by
treiiui'nt and vigorous applause.
Attorney George S. Klock delivered
Hie closing a,Mr".;s. which was also
very interesting and elicited much applause. The band furnished music
during these exercises.
Banks Closed All Day.
The various banks of the city,
and barber shops observed the
day by closing, and most of tlie business houses closed at noon. This afternoon a ball game is in progress at
Traction park, attended by a very
large crowd. Santa Fe is , playing
with the Mcintosh Browns.
Services ....,..
at Elks' .........
Theater.
.
A
..V u.uuu
ui
iiitu,
iwn
to the Carious labor otganiza-- '
inj.in oi me euy, garnered at kiks
theater yesterday morning to hear
the Rev. Hugh Cooper, pastor of the
Presbyterian
church, deliver a specially prepared
sermon for Labor

COAL

American Block coal, the best Gallup
mined. Cerrlllos Lump, the standard
heating oal. All sizes of hard coal

-

..

e

1

Is chock full of coal that will gladdai
your heart and warm your hoaM
when Its cold.
Fill your blna for
next winter now and avoid the ruah.

At a meeting of the students last
Monday, the U. N. M. Weekly was

SOME STORIES WISE
AND

Select a Fall Suit that will proclaim your
and do It now. Don't be one of
lagbohlnds. Come out in new clothes In time the
to
wear the late styles before every other man appeared in a new Suit.

organization-- :

Anonymous

:t

AT

Isi!

It

Albu-

i

Space.

.

Ob-

as Labor Pay was
That tod j
early this morning.
plainly evl,
Crowds liin '.ie p.inclpal streets of
the down t it ilisi 'let several hours
m t for the big par- before the
ade.
!':;;n
Prompt lv
oclock
the
parade. In ;
by be First Itegiinent
band, took ,i is march. Starting nt
the Elks' t iter, at the corner of
Gold avenin .11. Fifth street, the men
In
repi esentin:
various labor unions
of the citv. marched east to Second
street, eon; to Silver avenue, east
lo First stn t. north to Railroad ave
nue, and tli' if e west on Railroad avenue to Rohmvm park.
At the hi el of the parade were
President O. P. Stewart, of the Cen
tral Labor union, who was marshal ol
the dav. on, I VV. Ilawtlio.no, and
R. Ward, aides,
with the First
Regiment hand tollowlnn. Then came
the members of the following labor

Kills
More

k

d

CXtRCISES

The poet grabs his pencil,
loffs his collar and his tie,
Gazes forth with pensive manner
And a tired look In his eye,
Then a sudden smile Illumines
The poetic wrlur's face,
And he grinds 'em out this fashion
For
It

SECURED

in

Fittingly

querque.

Much
Time.

THE TRIUMPHS

Was

served

Written as these written here.
The reason why thus written
I'll struggle to make c ear;
The heat Is something awful;
'TIs hard to find s rhyme.
That's why tin j 're are written thusly
For
It
Saves

President

LABOLL

WAS THE

OF RHVME

Scl.cKd

C()LLIi(il

SMALL

FORM

MONDAY, SEPT. 4, 1905.

BIG LABOR PARADE

it

FOR FOLLOWING

KVKNING CITIZEN.

j

We are now open for business, with
a new and second-hanline of furniture, at 114 South Fourth street, In
the Gleckler building.

Furniture
Bargains.

I

"AMBULANCE"
THE SICK OR INJURED.
Prompt Service Day or Night.
0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
Automatic, 147.
Colo. Phone, 70
FOR

MOVING

Notice.
Gussaroff succeeds the firm of
R. Massey & Co., this Wednesday,
August 30. He will collect all outstanding accounts due the undersignM.

ed firm.

R. MASSEY

& CO.

R VAN

&.

HAYGOOD.

O. DINSDALE

Highland Livery
STABLE
Bonding Horses a Specialty

M. ORAGOIE
DHAJJvR

IN

General Merchandise

Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, an
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
SCHOOL
BOOKS.
WATCH FOR
No. 100 North Broadway.
NEWCOMER'S INDUCEMENT.
Corner WasomgroD Avenue.
"Drip, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
AlbUQuerque.
better cook with 6afe gaa.
New IUxjm.

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

SEPT. 4, 1905.

MONDAY,
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WHISKEY
BOTTLED IN BOND.
r

.

i

'
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In

I'll

THE

GEO.

T, STAGG CO,,

fXSZ)

-

Itmpfusls
& EAKIN

niN set
on imi wioout I
PAVIW WHILST J
rn ox DUT
j

J
f

M7

$3X)0

y

I

$3.50

I

NOBiWY
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Albuqucrqu?, New Mexico
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Special Style

SOLE AGENTS.

YK

L&'Jk

"Queen Quality" fits
others do sometimes

FRANKFORT. KY.

MEL1NI

fJ

I

I

Quality" Shoes the
comes on the toord

DISTILLER

.

ft"

" Queen

PHONE

AUTOMATIC

,

Established

199.

In 1882.

F. G, PRATT & CO.
Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods,
Coffees,
Jas. Heekln & Co'
VERDICT l

by the heavy

TURQUOIS MINE

tiavel

of G. A, It.

Granite Flour.

ex-

cursionists bound for the encampment

I FROM THE SUMMER RESORTS

CASE AGAINST PLAINTIFF at Iienver, and did not arrive here until 7 o'clock tills morning.
The
train did not leave the local staLEGAL BATTLE FOR POSSESSION tion until
morning, seven
7:30
OF FAMOUS MINES WILL GO TO hours late of Its this
schedule.
SUPREME COURT.
Owing to Labor Day the City Council will not meet this evening. City
In the suit of Mariano F. Sena, ft
McMillin
has notified the
al., vs. the American Turquoise Corn-pan- , Marshal
will meet
involvins the title to certain tur- members that the council

quoise mines located near Turquosa,
south Santa Fe county, which has
heen on hearing before Chief Justice
V. J. Mills, in the district court, at
Santa Fe, Major it. J. Pa. en, president
of the First National ank of Santa
Fe. having acted as a jury of one by
stipulation, has rendered a verdict for
the defendant. After the case was
thoroughly tried, the court directed
the jury to bring in a verdict as stated
above.
Complainant claimed title to the
land upon which the Turquoise mines
are situated, under a giant, alleged
to have been made In 1728, to one
Jose de I.eyba, by the governor and
Captain General Hustamente, of the
province of New Mexico. The grant
was first committed to the U. S. court
of private land claims, where an
decision was rendered, and
thence went on appeal to the U. S.
supreme court, where the lower court
was sustained. Upon a motion for a
rehearing and a modification of the
decree, the petition was to be dismissed by the court of private land
claims without prejudice to the rights
of the clnimant to proceed upon. Ills
Spanish title, as he might be advised,
without holding whether it was a perfect or an imperfect grant. This suit
Is the result of the modification of
that decree under the mandate of the
supreme court of the United States
and resulted In a verdict for the AmCompany.
The
erican Turquoise
plaintiff, Sena, gave notice of his intention to fiie motion for a new trial
and appeal. The Jose de I.eyba grant
has bei n In court in some form since
1895. Several mining claims that
have heretofore produced a great deal
of very fine turquoise are located on
the tract claimed under the grant.
These are the property or have been
worked by the American Turquoise
Company for fifteen years, and has
been worked by various other parties,
the Spaniards and Indians, since the
seventeenth century. The Indians valued the products of these mines very
highly and It. was called by them
o

(Spl.1

Purchases an Oldsmobile.
r
in the
Fred Nichols,
First National bank, has purchased
a handsome
Oldsmobile. The machine was received a couple of days
ago by It. I.. IKidson, of the Albuquerque Cycle and Arms company,
who Is the local agent for the Oldsmobile company.
The machine Is om of the finest In
the city and will be used by Mr.
Nichols for both business and pleasure. Fred has already learned how
to operate It and is kept busy showing his trieiids how the auto works.
tevs bv holdW J '.'oil snow. Tl.oro i WlfflW JB 1UII 9WUX1IM)URWZVV
.
i
were 374 entries, nearly every gr. at
HORSE THIEF JAILED
AT SOCORRO. the large hotel dressing a d ll for the
R. V. Lewis and R. G. Put man of exhibit. It was intended to have an
eligible young man to not as Judge,
the New Mexico mounted polite,
another to their list of captured but at t no hist hoii.' uio commutce
law breakers by bilnglng to Socorro despaired of finding oneKand pressed
and landing behind the bars of the into serw? a impul.ir head waiter.
city jail the other day, one Jose Lo- A rag doll, dressed ey ?i mairieu
zano, arrested for horse stealing aj woman, won the first prize. There
was much dissatisfaction
because ai
i.anair.

Judge Matt. O. Reynolds, presiding
Judge of the sixth judicial district of
the city of St. l.otii-- , was the leading
counsel for the Ame:ican Turquoise
Company, and was assisted by S. B.
Davis of Las Vegas. Frank V. Clancy
of Albuquerque represents the complainant. It la understood that It is
the Intention (f ihe complainant, If
necessary, to carry tre case to the IT.
S. supreme court, and it may therefore
be well said that it will be three
before Itg final adjudication.

If the word "Satisfaction" can ever be applied to shoes,
it is to "Queen Quality." "Queen Quality" Shoes give you
of all the virtues,
Satisfaction, and Satisfaction is the back-bon- e

to be the most popular
Creamery Butter Best
sport. Recently a bog"y handicap re Hillsboro
Earth.
sulted in a tie between four playets,
all ladies. The prize for which they Orders Solicited
Free Delivery
competed for was "Reveries of a
Bachelor," bound In calf, with an elegant picture of a bac.iclor on the title
REDUCED PRICES
page.
on Dental Work. Plates, $8.00;
The report that a man was coming
Fillings,
Gold Crowns, $6.00;
here to stay over Sua my proved to
$1.00 up. Teeth extracted withbe a cr.nnrd.
out pain, 50c. All guaranteed.
i ho simultane. v:s disappear, met; of
Pete Cleek, 14, a caddie, and one of
the most vivacious belles at this le
sort gave rise to a flutter of envy
during the week, but it proves there
was no romance. Th3 caddie had to
quit to go to school, and the ' oung
lady simply went lo Philnlolphu to
escape cauul.
B. F. COFP, D. D. S.
Itonm ;. N. T. Armijo Kldg.
Sea Shelle, N. J. fSpl.l Society

Coif continues

tomorrow night.

'Chachnitl."

Satisfying Shoes

FANCY GROCERIES
AND
214 South Second Street.

STAPLE.

o

Puukhurst-o-

.

book-keepe-

Reputation

Ifit

Style

each the better for the other, and you
a transfusion of excellencies
find them all in " Queen Quality." It is the one shoe that has absolutely
satisfied over a million critical, discriminating women. It will satisfy you.
We

,

I

of demonstrating this.

ask (he pleasure

We have the sole right

GOLDEN RULE DRY

of sale.

GOODS

CO.

,

1

curly-heade-

Dressmakers and Ladles' Tailors.
JACOBSEN SISTERS
401 North Fifth Street.

was

the blue ribbon.

Guess Who.
Someone said Miss Jennie Hale
looked sweet, Sunday. Kellys Ferry
correspondence
Sequache
(Teun.)
News.
v

MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT
SEPTEMBER 23.

brunette

d

like a bridegroom,

SUN

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

WANTED A molding man, wood
turner and sash and door man. Superior Planing Mill company,, 5ul-:0South First street.
WANTED Experience-"- , dining room
girl; no other need apply. Columbus hotel.
WANTED Roys.
Western Union
Telegraph Co.
WANTED Pupils for private school;
thorough Instruction; call between
2 and 4 p. m., 413 South Third St.,
south door.
WANTED A woman for general
housework. Apply 610 South Broadway.
for
WANTED Competent woman
general housework.
Inquire 523
Keleher avenue.
FOR SALE Horse, buggy and furniture. Must be sold by Thursday.
1118 South Arno street.
!l

doll,

dresfeed

not awarded

Sulphuretted Hydrogen Sp:ir.gs.
(Spl.) Unusup.l interest Is shown by
the summer colonies here in t projec'.
ed stag carnival for ladies o.i'iy. They
are to attend a!t,"od n ?ei,tienu'n
and It is Intended to lim't as much
as possible a gathering at an
gentlemen's club. There Is to be
a buffet at whlc'n soft drinn3 will be
dispensed in cocktail glasses, and at
card tables flinch Is to be ployed. U
is rumo'.ed that Turkfsh
Of co'ir3e the
will not be talooed.
presence of a sure enough ira'.e pe"-snwould break up the party, but
i he
lady managers, after Inspecting
the registers of all the hotels, announce that there Is not the slightest
possibility of such an Interruption.
When the stag takes place at the F.
F. V. hall, it Is expected that it will
remind old Inhabitants of the days
when a few men also used to be seen
at the springs.

top and Think

Time, Labor
and Money

for a moment What would be the use
of inviting you to our atore If we did
not have the right

The saving of time means comfort.
The saving of labor means ease. The
saving of money means economy. All
these savings can best be attained by
Installing a

Floor Coverings

PENINSULAR RANGE

III

In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
better than
superior. In durability they last longer. One-thir-d
any other. You are most cordially Invited to examine our new

n

line.

Prices

In

trim

one visit under such circumstances
would be enough. But we want you
as a constant caller, so we make sure
to have
. .. jullAS!

Plain Figures $3Q and Up

Old stoves taken
THE McBRAIN

at

FURNITURE

a

fair valuation.
CO.,

205

Gold

Carpets and Rugs

Ave.

you can find no fault
prices you cannot criticise.

that

A large golden spider has been seen
here, weaving big white letters. Some
claim it wrote the words "miner" aul
"women." After weaving these v.'rds
It rolls up a big ball of web and travels
on to repat the performance late .
Sequacae
correspondence
Whit well
(Tenn.) News.

A

C

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
MITCHELL
JNO.
S.

B1L1CKE

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

CENTRAL

LOCATION.

Albeit Fabcf.

EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS

Splendid Rastaurant
Reasonable Prices
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

305 Railroad Avenge

on the
New Mexicans and Arlzonl ana spending the summer
mrm uminom
to th uaa .of our Ladles' parlor and Gentle

hrh
men's

waiting rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and
writing materials free. Ladlea.rnd children welcome.
and
excursion
All rienot ear. .too at the H oilenbeck. Electric
beach ears pass the door.
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS

yo-ir-

THE OLD SETTLERS

II- - SOUTHWESTERN

ELECTRIC

CONSTRUCTION

&

low would it do or youj
r
p
to st!l poor stuff" or diu
stun" as he sells Schilling's
Dest?

COME TO.

HAWLEY'S

I:
:

Talk with

i

i

j:

-

sue

Opposite P06toffice.

e e e
e

e

Albuquerque, N.

f

t

f

e

y

e
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eeeeef

FOR SALE

Prof. E. A. Drake, editor of the So- corro Chieftain, and an instructor In
School

or

9. 9. 9

t

lillljlil

M.

ie

t

.

'A

Store and Residence Wlr-in- "
a Specialty. Ail Work
Fully Guaranteed.

'.

Agents for the Celebrated
"GYROFANS"
See them in Kuropean

TELEPHONES AUTO.

t

t

f

MEMBER

We t'iv

21G

TickeM tor iHe I'inim Contest.

S. SECOND ST.

NATIONAL

ELECTRICAL

CONTRACTORS'ASSOCIATION
,

MMeisuwiaaarBUUHaiaeaeyBMaaa

The Colorado Telephone Company.

9 9 t.

eeeeee

k'oom 13, N. 1. Armijo Building.
i

il J.

G. BALDRIDGE

NATIV E AND CHICAGO LUMPER

FOR SALE

8HCBMAN - WILLIAMS
PAINT Cover more,
look best, wear long
est, most economical,
full measure

I.rMUKR CO.

AMKUICAN
121

Two thirds of
her time is
spent in the

kitchen, and she is entitled to as much
comfort and relief as can be secured through
modern time See
the Gas Man
saving appliFourth and Cold Ave. II
ances.

.Mines, I"-

parsed through the city this mornins
en route home from a visit to friends
at Kansas City. Train No. 7. which
brought Prof. Drake from Kansas
City, was delayed in western Kautas

;

and Motors

--

Poor Woman

Shavings PHP IIP shavings

PARAGRAPH S.

r--

Crocker-Wheel-

Hotel' Uentauraut

HAWLEY, on the Corner
9

Dynamos

LIGHT MAN- - Fourth and Gold Ave.

i

1

y

Vre

Agents for the

ro

,e a liant!-

i

Money bad

New Mexico

BUY YOUR

books or more, will
purchasing $1 worth of
school ruler, a beautiful
school bag, a
Illli.-'te-il
t'.cr, containing a ba u i simiiu picture, and a school
conij anion, which contains 1 pencil, 1 crayon, 1 penholder and
worth of school books. lo
ate pencil. The above will g with
not forget the place.
cry

To

ru-t--

the

An
Our pushing, aggressive, never sleep method of advertising.
electric sign talks In the day time and "hollers" at night. A sign
bril-liaof your own choice. We hang the sign and keep It clean and
at our expense. You pay for the current used that's all. At
the expiration of the time agreed upon, we take the sign off your
hands. All sign lighting will be on flat rate basis. How's that for a
bargain?

School Boohs
and Supplies

I

LOCAL

r

Plants
Of Kvery Description

POSTOFFICE

OPPOSITE
TO

Little Talk. But Big Facts

STORE

BOOK

CO.

Electrical
Pumping

SOCIETY OF CHAVES COUNTY

The Citizen has received the following
invitation:
"You are cordially Invited to be
present and take part in the first reunion and barbecue of the Old Settlers' Society of Chaves county, at the
Grove, Old Chisum ranch. South
Spring Station, September 7, l!i'5."
Tlie program is as follows;
11:30 a. m. Welcome to the Old
Ranch, by H. J. Hageiman.
12:3u p. m. Dinner.
2:h p. m. "Early Days," by IIn.
T. Ii. Catron.
"Old Settlers as Citizens," by Judge
A. A. Freeman.
"Later Days," by Hon. O. A. Richardson.
The following gentlemen constitute
the committee:
J. 1'. White, president; J. F. lllnkle.
secretary and treasurer: W. W. Atkinson. C. W. Haynes, M. I.. 1'ierce,
J. J. Itascoe.
Roswcil is one of the fim st and
best cities in i he tifritoiy, and a lame
crowd from all pans of New Mexico
and barwill attend the first
becue of the Old Settlers' Society, on
September 7th.

with

.449

TRmCT AND COAL AVE.
jgaBWrtawirirosTgr-f-

FIRST

t

I

-

AlBUILDING PAPER
ways In stock. Plaster,
Lime, Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, etc.

ALBUQUCRQUC,

N. M.

.

you realize that you can get
Telephone Service today for
what you are paying for inferior
service.
Do

.MODERN

The only Lori Distance Transmitters and Receivers; W.ill or
Desk Sets; Long time contracts as
you wish; Lowest rates.

If
i

AHIU3UKHQUK
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THE EVENING CITIZEN
rnhllhfd

the

Daily and Weekly by

KVKXING CITIZEN.

MONDAY,

8EPT.

4, 1905.

"TAKING TIME TO THINK,

Citizen Publishing Company

Entered at Ttntiflice for tranamiaaion through tht
maili aa avrond claaa matter.

THE BIG TERRITORIAL

FINDING LEISURE TO LIVE"

umo.N(feft tABELV
(WTiltten

for The Citizen by Jacob

IF MUM

A. Mils.)

OffleUI

Papip of liorrwilillo County

(Uiociited Praii Afttroen DispitcriM,
Largest City and County Circulation.
Tht Larppt Hni Mciico Circulation.
Largest Nirthern arllPM Circulation

TERMS OF subscription:
taily hj mull, one wr in aUaa-

r,.nc.

bailjr by mill, one month
Weekly by mail, one year

fir
2.0c

Daily by Carrier, COc per month
Tub Evknino Citizen will be delWered In thr
elty at the low rate of 20 cents pr week, or for Gfj
Santa per month, when pairl monthly.

advertising Fates Made Known

on Application

buharrihers will confer a favor by notifying
on any
of the paper.
AH letters and remitfa --.cea ahould be arfilreaaed

u
The CiTirN I'rm.isHiNO Company. Drnfta.
check, poto'l ce aid exprei money orders
must be niadtj payable to the order of tht
Company.

Ouat TILIPHONII

fVutomatkt 183.

Boll I".

"""European princess
a novel

writer.
a fashion-

France ran now boast of
able authoress. A Roumanian princess, t!ic CiMMi;es.Ma!lii(Mi d Noallles. who has married into a French
inrnl family, lias blossomed out as a
novel writer.
The Countss Mathleu de Noallles
was hon with the high sounding
name of Princess Elizabeth do Bran- -

Some carpenters were at work
my place this summer.
They
came in the morning, after I had finished my breakfast and was busy
wita my mail at 8 my working day
is well under way and In the afternoon on the stroke of 5 they hung
up their aprons, lighted their cigars,
and went home. Watching them pack
up their tools one day, I said that
they had cut off the lust hours at
each end of the working day.
"When I learned your tralo. forty
years ago," I said, "we went to work
at C in the Rummer, anj quit at 7 in
In the evening. In winter the day was
from sunrise to sunset."
They laughed. "And you had no
Saturday alteinoon off. .Many things
can happen In forty years."
That Saturday afternoon found me
In a particularly busy neighborhood,
down town, where, at the rush hours,
the crowds of workers hastening to
and from their shops made the streets
fairly Impassable. The street was
still, deserted, in fact. Coming over
I mcl trolley cars jammed with a holiday throng lKuind for the beach. I
thought of my cat pouter's:
".Many
things can happen in forty years."
Bo m!.'ht have said twenty. It is just
that number of years since the Saturday half holiday, coining from England, took root In New York, cham
pioned by organized labor.
It was
Mr. Compers who
was instrumental
forcing
in
the law, establishing It upon
fina::c;n! New Yt
much to its disgust. It protested loudly to the legislature tlMt business would desert
the metropolis and move to Jersey
and Connecticut, where it was not
so hampered.
Instead, the
has invaded those states, and all
the others, as Mr. Gompers predicted
it would. And from a month, or two
mouths, it has stretched over the
whole summer, an! in winter, too, in
the trades.
The working day has ripen shortened at both ends, as I said. There
Is no longer a 10 or
day for
street car drivers, as some of us remember. In Chicago, the other day,
they had to change the time for keeping the bridges closed to a later hour,
because the eaily morning crowds
were no longer there. The mechanic,
the laborer, has time for his family,
for play, for life. His wages have
gone up so that he can afford a day
off. This j also ho owes to organization, some of it perhaps to greater
power of production, greater efficiency
or machine! y; but the lion's share to
the union that has fought his fight.
half-holida- y
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covan, of Bucharest, and her husband
Is brother to the Duke fie Noallles,
one of the truly famous titles belonging to a family which antedates in origin and distinction the much adver-

LAS

gg

VEGAS

From the Optic.
Dr. J. M. Cunningham has returned
from a visit to his cattle ranges in

Socorro county.

J..S. Duncan came in from Los Antised MontmcrencleB.
Cal., accompanied by his daughShe makts a specialty of character geles,
Miss Beulah Duncan.
studies, and presents her pictures ter,Miss
laylor, of Springer, a
Her latest niece of Nellie
with wonderful force.
Mrs. M. K. Williams, ot this
'work, "Domination," consists entirely city,
went
to Albuquerque, and
of a man's experience, and shows a will make down
home with Miss Josie
knowledge of man's character and ex- Dillon and her
attend school.
perience which has dumbfounded nien
Word
conies from Watious that
and women alike.
Miss Olier,
middle aged sister of
She is Intriguing to be admitted Kev. Fatner the
M. Oiler, Catholic priest
anions the "Forty Immortals" of the at Watrous, while adjusting a winFrench academy, an honor never accorded to any woman, and which
could not be accorded unless the very
statutes of that venerable institution
But the countess,
were revised.
backed by name, talent and personal
charm, hopes to succeed.

dow curtain, fell from the table upon

which she was stundlng and probably
fatally injured herself. Her skull la
supiKjsed to be fractured.
Dr. Tipton
and Father Gilbeiton were called from
Las Vegas by wire.
The Santa Fe association of Baptist
churches will meet with the First BapA TEN MILE HONEYMOON
TRIP IN A BIG BALLOON. tist church of Las Vegas during the
last week of September. There are
At Omaha, George Young and Dora a dozen Baptist churches located on
Rogers were married in a balloon at a the Santa Fe railway, with a total
membership of perhaps 8UU to 1,000.
These churches usually meet in a delegate
body for conference
and
'
;.
?, " H,.T
,ji
J
'V
holding their annual meeting early In September.
On account
of the low rate given by the railroad
during the fair in Las Vegas, the time
Vr.
has been changed for this year. It is
expected that there will be a much
larger attendance than usua.
'

M

Bent Her Double.
"I knew iiu one for four weeka, when
I was
: typhoid fever and kidney trouble," write Mra. Annie Hunter,
of Pittsburg, pa,., "and when 1 ;ot better, although 1 had one of the beat
e
1 could get, I waa bent double, and
my hunda on my kneea
hud to
wh.-I walked. From thta terrible
I waa reacued bv Klectrlo bit.
tern, which restored
my health and
strengih, and now 1
walk aa
smilKht aa ever. They are simply wonderful." Guaranteed to
ure atomuch,
liver and kidney disorders; at all
6Uc.

v
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ALBUQUERQUE,

r.t

drug-KlHi-

SANDIAS

t

"

i

WTl

further cutting? Every privilege has
its penalty. "The action of earnings
and Its prices," says the last report
of the
Massachusetts Bureau
of
Labor Statistics, "is mutually reflex.
If the worklngman toils for less hours
and get mo.e money for his labor,

manding all our time and thought and
strength? It is well that the
of the L'mh century has found
himself, for his day is big with problems that can be solved by men only,
nut bv machines.
work-Ingmn-

21
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MOUNTAINS

JACOB

A.

.

Motor Cycle Races
Grand Street Parades
Mineral Exhibits
Montezuma Ball
Spanish Bailes Every Evening.
U. S. Cavalry Drills
Fruit and Art Exhibits
Confetti Battles '

1

8

W. H. GREER, President

Marching Bands
Cowboy Relay Races

Pyrotechnic Display, Nightly,
Two Tons of Red Fire.
Free Street Entertainment Every Evening from 8 to 11 o'clock
Excursions from all points at
greatly reduced rates.

D. K. B. SELLERS,

O.

DER WILL BE FORGIVEN

HEIR TO BLOOD STAINED THRONE COMES OF AGE IN SEPTEMBER.
with the company's Interests.
ouws many WILD OATS CRUEL NATURE DELIGHTS IN SEEMrs. Jacob Bucher and MiRS Maude
ING SUFFERING.
Owen, of Worthington, Ind., who have
been the guests of Prof, and Mrs. J.
Belgrade, Sept. 4. Servia hi looking Sercians. He is a boy of cruel tenA. Wood for several days, left via the
bant a Fe for their Indiana home. forward to winning back the friend- dencies and nas an Imperious dispobi-tio-

son-in-la-

ship of Europe at the festivities which
are being arranged for the celebration
of the coming of age of Prince George,
oldest son of King Peter, and heir to
the Servian throne.
Since the murder of King Alexander
and Queen Drftga two years ago, Servia has remained practically an out- -

"f
"it

I

I

"

4

wild-eye-

out-door-

.u

1

drug-Risn-

HOLMES, ALLEGED COT
TON SCANDAL INSIDER

a.

n

aaM
PRINCE GEORGE,
cast among the nations of the world,
but the government of the country
Is count on the
other nations In
Europe agreeing to let bygones be
bygones, when Prince George reaches
his lath birthday on September 9th.
Elaborate fetes and entertainments
are being arranged for the occasion,
an amnesty will be granted to politlctl
exiles, prisoners condemned for minor
offenses will be pardoned, and It Is
hoped that the crowned heads of the
continent will join In congratulations
as a polite intimation that they have
forgotten the double royal assassination at Beigrade.
Prince. George is not liked by the

tXl

TAILOR

BAMBINI HAS OPENED BUSINESS AT NO. 209 WEST RAIL
ROAD AVENUE.

I have opened a merchant tailoring
establishment upstairs over No. 209
West Railroad avenue, and solicit the
patronage
of the general, public
Suits made too order. Clothes cleaned
pressed and repaired. The specific I
use will not Injure the cloth. Ladies'
garments also cleaned, and walking
skirts made to order. Fit guaranteed.
Have had 15 years' experience
in
this city. Give me a trial.

mis.

While In the southwest they visited
friends In Silver City, and while here
In a worthy cause.
The Infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. made a visit to Tesuoue.
James Garland of Red River, Taos
R. C. Collins was baptized at Epipword of the
hany church by the Hev. Joseph Dar- county, has received
H. P. McKev
ling, Dr. and Mrs. C. G. Duncan act- dentil of his
ing as sponsors. She was given the itt. who was employed in the government printing office at Washington.
name of Mary Ruth.
J he
deceased was at one time a rest
M. B. Wescott and Samuel Cocker- ill, last yeai's school of mines stu- dent of this city.
dents, have arrived In the city where
Such a Peril.
they will remain for a few weeks,!
banker sat in his office chair
with a possibility of their entering the The
school on Its opening, Monday, Sep- A With eold idled bv Tils sbtf
step was heard on the outer stair,
tember 11, for another year's work.
The door was onened wide
A
person pushed In with
SANTA FE
naste,
With something in his arm.
Ami gingerly on the table placed
From the New Mexican.
A thing that threatened
Miss Hattle E. Eames, daughter of
harm.
the late A. F. Eames, lias leturned to At once sprang from their chairs two
her home In Albuquerque, after spendcierKs
Who threw the crank
ing several days in Santa Fe on busiThe banker, with convulsive Jerks,
ness.
Crept off on
Jay Turley left overland for Cowles,
They feared it was nitroglycerin
San Miguel county, where he will be
And they'd to bits bo blown,
engaged for several days In mining
surveying, both underground and sur- 'Twas even worse than lnf rnal ma
face work.
chine
A loaded grap'uophone!
Frank Grygla, special agent of the
general land office, with headquarters
in this city, left for Raton, Colfax
Fiendish Suffering.
county, and Clayton, Union county, Is often caused by sorea. ulcere and can.
on official business.
your bkiii. nm. tje- J. P. Dunlavy, secretary and treas- dell of Flat Rock. Mich., says: "1 have
Arnicn
eaive ror Ulcers,
iuini"n
urer of the Dunlavy Mercantile com- Sores and CHncers.
Is the best healipany, with headquarter at Estancia, ng; dressing 1 everJt found."
Soothea
and
henls
cuts,
.c,
burns
and scalds;
was In Santa Fe on business connected
at all
guaranteed.

Secretary

MERCHANT

KING PETER HOPES MUR-

n

n.

He is constantly seeiug slights to
his dignity where none are intended
and Is almost always In a word war
with someone. His pranks are not of
the harmless practical joke order of
those played by King Alfonso, but
tney are usua.iy vicious , and tne
prince does not take any interest in
them unless some sore of suffering
is brought home to the butt of his
jokes. On one occasion he forcibly
took from a palace sentinel his gun,
and did not reveal the fact that ho
had done so until the sentry had been
punished.
A short time ago he ordered a set
of chess men from Paris through a
local Belgrade dealer. The chess set
not arriving as quick. y as the prince
thought it ought, he summoned the
Belgrade dealer to the palace and said
to him, "I am the prince. Why are
not the chess men here? If I were
the king 1 should drown you like a
dog."
Before his father became King of
Servia Prince George attended scnool
In Russia, and while there he was
brought Into contact with dissolute
young members of royal and ducal
biood. Since he came to Belgrade to
live several actresses have been expelled from Russia because of the attentions paid them by the young
prince.
After he comes of age, King Peter
Intends keeping his son traveling
about Europe, so that he can sow his
wild oats outside of Servia.
Pleasantly Effective.
Never In the way, no trouble to carry, easy to take, pleasant and never
failing in results are DeWitt's Little
Early Risers. These famous little pills
are a certain guarantee against headache, biliousness, torped liver and all
of the ills resulting from constipation.
They tonic and strengthen the liver.
Cure Jaundice. Sold by all druggists.

O. BAMBINI.

PLAGUE OF THE NIGHT.
Keeps Thousands of People In Albuquerque Awake.
Keeps you awake; can't sleep a
wink.
Breeds misery by day, profanity by
night.
Know what It is? Itching skin.
Itch, itch, itch. Nearly drives you
crazy.
Itching away In any position, any
time.
Doan's Ointment cures Piles, Eczema, and all itchlug skin diseases.
Read what a local citizen says.
A. M. Whltcomb, nursery, corner
Eighth and Tljeras streets, says: "In
my estimation there Is no oltment for
the purposes that It Is used that can
equal Doan's. There was a spot below
my knee which annoyed me for ten
years. Unlike eczema, it did not spread
out, but at times It itched so exasper-atlnglparticularly after I went to
bed or sat by the stove, tnat I scratch,
ed it until it smarted before relief
came. I tried every salve and ointment
I came across; when one did not help
I bought another and slapped it on.
Reading about Doan's Ointment induced me to go to the Alvarado Pharmacy and pay four tnts for a box. In
a few days the itchiness ceased and
the life of the part affected was killed,
for up to date, and it Is now over six
months since I stopped the use of the
salve, there has not been a symptom
of its appearance."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, N.
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's
and
take no other.
io
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need plenty of nourishment and more than
ordinary
elements. These they
obtain in their highest form in

Attorney II. M. Dougherty and wife
returned In thel.- home in this city,
alter a pleasaut summer up ej.it in
Denver, Colo., and Los Angeles, Cal.
Mi s Lena C.iillilh, the amiable little daughter of Attorney John E, Grif-t- i
li, returntd
from El Paso, where
had spent several days.
('. T. Brown has caused the debris
J- in Ii m of ihe site of the fo. mer Wind- tor hotel to be removed, and the pub-- i
I.c i. now accoinmo.lated with a tirst- y- class sidewalk Hum Hie plaza to the
depot.
Al.-- s
Eva Balue, who lias been the
'gue.-- t ,i hi r parent.-- . Captain and Mrs.
M. Il.ibie at ibeir bi.meon Mt. Carmel
landed ten li! - f' ni tin purl.,
.avenue, b it lor )i Imig, 111., where she
!o ii' ride.
the whim.' !
goes to
her work as a teacher
A t! ssiiis a .ii. e to young and obi; in the piiil.e sclio..;
of that city.
I
m mum. vtMuxztrx
k- ,
The Sih .m o lie, roveiiii nt associaDr. Fowler s K.vr.it t of W ild S'r
EDWIN S. HOLMES.
Nature', rpi cllic for dysentery, tion will e.ive a ,i:1ilrp ,,, ,1,,,
iiist. The entertainment j.Veu by the
diarrhoea and sun.tner complaint.
Holmes is aliened lo be the big inside man in i.' agricultural depart-- f
members of this associ.it ion should nieut cotton scaudui. Ho is charged with tipping
the crop reports to
SCHOOL
EOOKS.
WATCH FOR iitceive a liberal
a'ronate, us the the brokers. Holmes has Just surrendered to the
in
leral auihoriiics
money ilms accun .luted is expended Washington
NEWCOMER'S INDUCEMENT.
and has been admitted to hail.
;

18, 19, 20, 21. 22.

i

Grand Stock Show
Bronco Busting
Horse Racing
Weird Indian Dances
Trotting Ostrich
Athletic Sport3
Automobile Race and Parade
Baseball Tournament

From the Chieftain.
Two runaways In one day is the
record for Friday. Fortunately, there
waa little damage done by either.
District Clerk W. E. Martin le:t for
Los Angeles, where he goes to visit
his mother tor a few days.
The school of mines faculty expect
a large attendance the coining school
year. Sonus students have already

(
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A FEW OF THE ,MANY OTHER ATTRACTIONS

JACOB A. UUS.
"The effort of men, being men, to live the costs of production and distribu
the life of men," has prevailed to this tion are increased, and niantifactui ers
extent. The nation is his debtor. and dealers advance prices." Hence
The old senseless hurry is lessening. the higher cost of living. The concenWe are taking time to think, finding tration of pouliition about the centers
leisure to live. Only at the top and of steam energy, bred our modern fac
at the bottom does the waste go on. tory system and the perplexities of
The
man is in as much city crowds that threaten the home,
of a hurry as ever. Perhaps a feeling in the century that is gone. Yesterday
that It won't last makes him go at I read that a company with large capi
even a harder pace. In Poverty How, tal had been organized to transmit
where children woik, the day is as power for nianii acturing purposes to
long as ever, and in the tenement the homes of individual workers living
homes the treadmill grinds by night at a distance. Have we Indeed reached
as by day. But In the war upon these a fair workday, and the control of the
evils outraged humanity is joining factory in the interest of the common
hands with organized labor, and trio wealth, only to find ourselves face to
fight will be won, lor the social con- face with a new alignment of individscience is aroused.
ual forces demanding a strategic
What then? Have we reached the f.ont? And may it be that the city
turn in the lane? Will the shortened has had its dav, just when It loomed
work day of Itself operate to prevent largest as a factor in human life, de

Price

park, in the, presence of 2o.oim people.
Then the string was cut and the balloon fioattd away. The happy pair
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The food in liquid form.
This Predigested
can be retained
bv the weakest stomach and new strength
obtained from the first
Sold by all druggists and grocers.
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ALBUQUERQUE EV EKING CITIZEN.
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MONDAY,

SEPARATE STATE DEMANDS

Evening Citizen Wants!
Onr Per Won! for

:On

fv

,

WHAT ORGANIZED LABOR
HAS DONE FOR ITSELF
STORES, ENSMASHED PADRONE SYSTEM, KILLED "PLUCK-ME- "
ABOLISHED
FORCED SANITARY CONDITIONS, AND LARGELY
CHILD LadUHi

V

1

J

Insertions

nit tor this col.imn mini he the cffice before 3 o'clock
To Injure proper
p. m. Adi phoned receive the same careful attention that in Riven loadi broujtht to office.

statehood. That is not true. The only
persons hero desiring Joint statehood
are those having political aspirations
ft
.
and those dissatisfied with the restraints exercised by the executive department of the United States for the
protection of the Indians."
Chief Porter reviewed the work
thus far accomplished by tho constitutional convention called by the
chiefs of the five civilized tribes and
commended it. He was asked whether the allotment of the Indian lands
and the foi'mntion of a state government would make their condition better than it was when they held their
lands In common and had tribal government.
He threw out his arm as
though to wave the phase of the question aside and said, as his voice dropped to graver tones:
"That has all gone by. Let It rest.
While the new condition will make
life la precarious proposition for our
members and mauy will fail, we have
agreed to do it, and will manfully
meet whatever the future has in store
fur us. Our people are not despondThey were when the charges
ent.
were begun, but have now determined
to use every effort "to maintain themselves as citizens of the state and the
United States. The general government will have to retain sufficient
power within the state to carry out
its promises. These promises can bo
assured only If responsibility for them
la retained by the federal government
ment. No promises made by the state
If- Wswi.il'
in process of formation would be binding after its orgauizatoln.
In the spirit of the present age. v hen it seems
they
to be evuy man for hu.i.-iilfnih-ii- t
e t!isr:.'a: tied.'
Reverting to tho Indian government, he said: "In these later years
greed and
became more
evident on the part of clever men w ho
sought to secure for themselves imbers of the various tribes the distinct- portant
resources.
privileges and
ive Indian national governments were These schemes came from without,
to be dissolved and all combined in and were furthered by some men withstatehood.
The spirit of what has in. Similar practices prevail in some
been done, if not the direct act, all of the states.
meant that we should have a state
"I suppose," he added sarcastically,
separate from all others .
"this selfish promotion of personal In
The terests at the expense of the mass of
"That time is now at hand.
lands have been allotted and the de- our people was therefore to be regardcree made that the government of ed as evidence of our advancing civilithe five tribes shall pass out of ex- zation,
"I hope congress will fulfi l Its pro
istence in March of next year, In 1S'.2
congress passed a law making all In- mise and give us a separate governdians in the territory citizens of the ment with the people who understand
we understand and
us and whom
I'nited States.
"No action has previously been trust. Not to grant that would be
taken by our people to secure sep- even an act of infamy. Some say we
arate statehood because Indians are are to tie sacrificed to serve a politl
Sow to do anything. They wait until cal exigency. We are loath to believe
the fullness of time.
that anything of the sort is possible.
"We have been badly represented We resort to the last hope that the
by persons having selfish Interests to government's promises to us will not
serve and by a large part of the press prove false.
He was positive in the belief that
that, apparently, has been misled! It
has been proclaimed that 90 per cent prohibition would be incorporated in
of our people do not want separate: the constitution.

bc-ln-

V.twh

cllllctin

CHIEF PLEASANT PORTER

CHIEF PLEASANT PORTER AND,
HIS HO Alii IN MLSCOULIi.
Muscogee. I. T.. Sept. 4. An Indian's view of the transformation
wrought' in the territory was obtained from the man, who, President
Roosevelt has said, is " the foremost
living Indian." He Is Chief Pleasant
Porter, head of the Creek nation. He
bears also the tit.e of general, bestowed upon him because of his leadership of forces called out to quell a
threatened tribal uprising Bonie years
ago. When the rebels found lie was
in the field against them they quieted
down without making much of a row.
He served throughout the Civil War
in the Confederate cavalry, and rose
to the rank of lieutenant.
Chief Portt r looks the part. He is
rigged, despite his t5 years, a giant
in s'ature. and dignified In bearing
Seated on the porch of his home, in
a big shaded yard, in the outskirts of
Muskogee, Chief Porter said:
"My personal idea is that no just
government can be established over
the territory unless it be apart from
'all other states and territories. To
attach us to another state would be
a violation of promises involved in all
our dealings with the United States.
Commissions sent to us from Washington have always set forth the idea
that when' our lands had been partitioned among the individual mem- -
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WANTED.
WANii:i) First class girl for ti house-work- .
p. m.,
Applv between 3 and
Sl; North Sixth street. Mrs. Robert K. Putney.
dining
WANTKlv An experienced
Call at this
room girl, (American.)
olhee between 12 and 1 o'clock.
highest
WANTED rhree painters,
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WANT FID Position by girl of 15 taking care of child or assist In light
Address 207'i West
housework.
'
Gold avenue.
WANifc;l
Position as bookkeeper,
or general office work. Best of references. Address, O. O. Ostendorf,
52n West Copper avenue.
WANTED
Position by an experienced
Addicfs, B.
eastern stenographer.
J., care of Citizen ofDce.
Carpenters. Apply John
WANTED
Hart, 524 South First street.
WANTED Dining room girl, at Rob-

city.

Chicken ranch with 300
chickens, fruit and garden; desirable location. Address A. J. M., care

FOR SALE

Citizen office.
FOR SALE Engine. Owing to
our jKiwer plant we offer for
power,
sale one Kxl2,

Buckeye automatic cutengine, lor $2"iU. Can be seen In
operation at our mill. It Is an excellent machine. The John Becker
company, Helen, N. M.
off

LOST.
A
OR STOLEN
strawberry roan mare, white face,
four white feet, mane clipped short,
long tail;
reward and no questions asked, if returned to J. W.
McQuade, 231 North, Walter street.

LOST, STRAYED

WA

WANTED Gentiemen't
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
south ot viaduct. S9nd address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
second-han-

MALE HELP WANTED.

Active agents for
war book; good salary;
sample free. Address, Globe company. 723 Chestnut Etre. t, Phila
delphia., Pa.

WANTED

FOR

e

RENT.

FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
room to lady school teacher or clerk;
hath. 013 West Coal avenue.
room, with
FOR RENT Furnished
bath, in pi h ate family, with or

without board.

620

South

Third

street.

FOR RENT Sunny front room, with
boaid in private family; Highlands
406 North Arno street.
FOR RENT Cottages, all furnished
for housekeeping. Best climate in
Dally mall to Alb ti
New Mexico.
qucrque.
Address, J. B. Block
.Temez Hot Spilngs, N. M.
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms,
very deslreable for party of young
men. 713 West Copper.
FOR RENT Four room brick house,
between Second and Third streets
on Tijeras avenue. Inquire ot Frank

SN

THO

Sold

by THE ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.,

Wonder why people worry this hot
weather, when they should place
their troubles with us. We secure po
sitions as well as find positions.
WANTED.
We are still doing business at the
same number. We want your oust
ness and guarantee to give satisfao
tion. Give us a trial.
WE WANT AT ONCE
Two waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 second
cook, 3 airls tor housework, .1 cnam
bermaid. 2 men to take charge of
houses, 1 man to wash wagons;
teamsters, logmen, swampers, labor
ers, etc.
FIFTEEN
First-clas- s
carpenters ship to Cali
fornia.
TWENTY
ship east
Mexicans railroad work

Employment

The Southwestern
Phone

195

AGENCY
Red Upstairs.
110

South Second street.

Ruth-er:or-

comer Broadway & Iron,
(san:e block Congregational church.
FOR KENT From one to five nicely
furnished rooms for light housekeeping; also ranch of ten or thirty
acres, with four-roohouse, furnished or unfurnished. Apply Mrs.
E. K Nor; is. 524 John street.
FOR RENT Ono nicely Mrnlshed
room. 214 South Walter fltreet.
FOR RENT Two rooms in modern
cottage; hot water, heat, electric
lights and bath. 209 North Edith
street.
In
FOR RENT Apartments
Park
eight rooms each;
View terrace,
modern equipment throughout.
H.
II. Tilton. room 19, Grant block.
FOR RENT Most desirable
rooms
in city, single or ensulte, with table
lioard. 713 West Copper.
FOR RENT Two large store rooms,
centrally located. Inquire 312 West
Lead avenue.

LEESON APPOINTED
WEATHER OBSERVER.
J. J. Leeson has been appointed a
United States weather and crop observer for New Mexico, and for the
benefit of those who are lntereeted,
will record the dally temperature and
precipitation on the bulletin board of
the Socorro Drug and Supply company, says the Chieftain.

There are other WRITING IN SIGHT
TYPEWRITERS,
Rut the L. C. SMITH BROS, by FAR
excels them all. Then It has a TABULATOR and MIMEOGRAPH attachFOR SALE.
Corr- ment, without extra charge.
FOR SALE Heating stove, gasoline spondonce solicited. N. W. Alger,
stove, refrigerator, book case nnu general agent, 124South Walter St.
tv
sideboard. Inquire 7"'J Wist Gold
Soothing and Cooling.
avenue.
wunouc a scar
FOR SALE Nine hole, Home Com- Is 1 ne saive mat neais
Pe Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. No
fort range. Inquire at 410 South remedy
effects such speedy relief. It
Edith street.
Inflammation, soothes,
draws out
'.nquire cools
FOR SALE Saddle pony.
and heals all cuts, burns and
115 South Sixth street.
cure for piles and
FOR SALE Two snaps in real estate. bruises. A sureDeWltfs
Is the only
Lot 3, in Block 2'.. of Hunlng's skin diseases.
Beware
Highland addition, Jinn.00. Lots 7,( genuine Witch Hazel Salve.
8 and 9, corner of Hill street and of counterfeits, they are dangerous.
Copper avenue, Brownwell & Lall's Sold by all druggists.
addition. This is one of the finest
VEGETABLES,
AND
FRUITS
building sites in that part of the FRFSH EVERY DAY. AT MALOY'S
cltv, and if sold quick can be had
M. P. STAMM.
WHO ARE THE KNIGHTS?
for ISno.OO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

THE HAPPY HOUSEWIFE
takes pride In her bread ao4
cal-making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flout. She 'know her
biead will be the whitest, sweetest,
and
most nutritious and healthful,
her cakes, pies and pastry dainty,
delicate and light.
Who

'
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M. BERGER

1

114
--

West Copper Ave.
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CASINO TONIGHT
PRA DIAVOLO

Ye Scribe Gets Back.
Wonder why it is that people get
angry over nothing. Even if there
Is going to be a wedding and they
don't know who, they think the writer
means them, and hint around that the
writer had better keep his mouth NKVV
shut. When he said there was to be
a wedding, he knows who, and the
couple knew ho was telling the truth
but paid nothing about It. Before tho
Moon reaches its readers. It will be
Mr. and M;s. Timothy Smith, not Miss
Ella Davis. Now, wish tills couple
much happiness and go on rejoicing
and wonder when the bells w il ring
agfln. Won't be long. Middle Run
correspondence Bell brook (O.) Moon.

T; otter.
FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms for
Il;;ht housi keeping,
with electric
lights. Inquire of Mrs. IL E.

t22i

THE BIBLE WAGON

O

erts' restaurant.

Russian-Japanes-

Two fine residence lots,
Address, P. O. Box 11,

FOR SALE
close
in.

A Charming Opera in Three Acts

And
SliXIALTIES HY MEMBERS OF THE COMPANY
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

EVENING

SAID PASHA.

With New Specialties and Illustrated Songs

ADMISSION .'.

IS

GROSS

and 25 Cents

&

KELLY

C0.1

(INCORPORATED)

WHOLESALE

GROCERS

M

W

i

'
of labor from 12 and 14 to 9 and S
1
per day, raised wages 3u to 50 per cent
Editor Cleveland Citizen; Was Dele- and drove out the "pluck-me- "
stores,
gate to British Trade Union Conreduced child labor and enforced
' many other reforms in the industry.
gress In 1903.
Cigarmakers cut down hours of labor
What lias organized labor done for from 10 and 12 to 8, in many instances
itself? is a question frequently asked doubled wages, minimized tuberculosby sympathizers a swell as opponents. is nnd other diseases and lessened
f l
In fact this same query has recently and restrained the sweatshop curse.
caused a leading American university
More than a quarter of a million
to undertake an investigation that carpenters and woodworkers gained
will require upwards or ten years or the 8 and
day, Saturday half
time and many thousands of dollars holiday at many points, and advances
,v hue jn wages ranging from 25 to luO per
to supply the Information.
volumes may be written upon this rent. In the printing industry the
topic, my answer to the question is,! hours of toil of more than 100,000
briefly, the perhaps sweeping claim workers have been reduced from 10 to
that substantially all the improve- - 14 per jay to 8 and 9, and wages have
ments that labor has gained during the, gone up 25 to 5u per cent. Over
quarter of a century, such as re-- mui machinists won 25 per cent Induced hours of labor, higher wages,! crease in wages and gained a reduc-bette- r
MAX B. HAYS.
living and working conditions tion of one hour in the working day.
ami nigner eiiuiiiuuii, nuiuic ouu c- nricKiuye; s, sione'uiiers, granuecui- - fits to report that they would not
finement is directly traceable to the ters, etc., now work 8 hours, as a rule, have If they were unorganized.
efforts of organized workers and to no at wages 18 to 40 per cent higher than
The foregoing statistics may appear
when they toiled 10 to 12 hours a day. "dry" to readeis who are not in the
other source.
Bold statement! Yes? And T will
In no branch of industry was the working class, but t'nose facts and figgo further and venture the assertion sweatshop and all
to trade
its concomitant ures are not uninteresting
that it is largely due to the constant evils of disease and misery more gen- unionists. They mean much, but they
agitation and militancy of organized erally manifested than among the do not begin to explain many other
labor, its readiness to strike blow for clothing workers. Yet, through the ef- advantages enjoyed in the unions. For
blow, It" necessary? "that whatever lib- forts
?
of the tailors and garment example, how many people know
erties tlie American people possess in wrokers'
about the millions of dollars
along
unions
with
the
this age of grinding competition and splendid assistance given by the Con- 'thiit am annunllv evtiendfil tiv the
trust encroachment have been pre- sumers' League considerable of a trade unions in out of work, sick and
served by the struggles and sacrifices transformation
has
been worked. death benefits, and to help one anof organized men and women in the Hours of labor have been reduced as other In many ways? You seldom, if
ranks of labor.
much as 50 tier cent, wages have ad ever, bear of a union man or woman
The tra.de unions of America are vanced, sanitary
conditions enforced, who is forced to depend Umn charity
like the regiments of a mighty army child labor very largely abolished, and nd indeed the outside public has but
of 2,1)00.(11111 recruits, who are on the the health and happiness of the work-- ' limited knowledge of the Immense,
firing line, and who are being
ers
improved. Ketail clerks, (work that is being done by organized
and disciplined for offensive wherever organized, have gained a re-- ; labor to brighten the lives of the
purposes. Here a regiand defen-iv- e
of working time averaging nniiiB masses. And it is no small ta.-- k
ment 011 the left think may be forced hour a dav, and the makers of hats! to ovi rcome the deep seated projudies
into a fierce eiigairment .being beaten and caps are better off, by reason of, and superstitions of race and creed,
back and temporarily demoralized, but having unions, z: to
per cent in to say nothing of political and
it is reformed and prepared for the
sluvishness, and lianuuer
of lalior have
while
hours
next engagement. There a regiment
gether a homogeneous, tnol.ile organ- to
and lo a day.
ia,ion-commoflank may dash forward
on the rii-'Ainong the tli..
of
and acquire some new position of ad
Whoever the trade unions are
or-of
:!i'
l.Uiie.H
benefits
vantage to i'self, add strength to tin u:ini;:at:..n
In en
marked. uroiig ( nough to enforce th.ir de- have a..-entire army ami saicguaru uie com- The men who
won; iln buildings cut mands the children are taken from
mon weal.
anil the 'hops and factories and placed In'
hours ol toil
The mechanics and laborers have down their
wages from ll.'a and ?l.r,rt to schools; women workers receive the
not enlisted in this campuiuil because r.Ksed
vear. s"n wagi s as men tor periormlng
Ifl'.oii and f.'.."iU per day; la.-- t
they are fond of striking ami suffer- over
4.01111 firemen reduced their labor the same tasks, and life and limb of
ing! or ni.irching
lands of music
lrm s a dav md the loih rs and the gcne.ul health
011
labor day. They united because time from lj to
cent; foundry must be protected.
they are forced to, in order to save increased warns 5 per
And. finally, the workingincn of this
laborers increased wages from 11.15
themselves as Individuals from being to
IJ.00 per day and reduced hours country are beginning to take a broad-- !
crus.ied by the monopolistic jugm
r view of social affairs as a whole.!
cm) lb to !t a day; organized freight
their homes and to
t.) pr
.in le-- s
than four yea s, The advice of the politicians that
close the door against the wolf of handlers
raised wages ilo per cent and cut hours union men bos-e-"keep out of politics," so
poverty.
s
the
and ward heelers!
11.1t mere speculation
or n!- - ol labor from 14 down to lo per day; that
Tli
inifiht run things to suit themselves,!
in
Itire :ii'e some con-- i 111111:1! workers count benetiis 2'")obtainti...ir.t
Dis-- j
per Is 1.0 longer proving effective.
thiouuh their unions at
creie illustrations that demonstra'e ed
s
i'ae street railway employes cussiou ot economic nnd political
the advaniagi s that have accrued to cent,
are now taking place in the orminimum pay from II
unlet, peu'.de in recent years: Thirty forced toup then
ganizations, the members are being
'ip
cents pt r hour au l
thousand lakcis reduced hours of cents their wori'.im;
time ironi II to educated and united upon questions
r
troiu II to 1" per day, raised ;t hours a day.
itliat affect their interests as a ciu.-average uasres from $x t 111 a wick,
this labor movement, besides
many
in
The workers who toll in lireweries, and
a
nUsit work
Its part In industrial affairs.!
in theattis,
hotels and restaurants. playing
au l cnt'or d Kinitary
di tuned to sweep the bosses and
Glas workers in every r inchy n nan n ii ruin u, tf n. I I'Jiut l Oi
grafting Into the oblivion tbey
tal
polishers and
boilern.akers
reduced hours of labor from 12 to
lrf,r day, Inciiased wages from brass workers, blacksmiths, carrlago- and
MAX S. IIAVHS.
paiiiters,
15 to l'i per out, arid minimized the makers, I'.ectrical workers,
child labor evil. Over ir.o,0oo long- plumbers, seamen and many others
SCHOOL
BOOKS.
WATCH FOR
shoremen advanced wages tiO per cent, and- even tne actors and bill posters, NEWCOMER'S INDUCEMENT.
cut hours of labor 33 per cent and lilt- SCUUOl IlldUIIIS UIM1 liUUSCilOlli BCIMEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
smashed the padrone system. Nearly vants, and Janitors and farm laborers,
half a million miners decreased hours where organized, all have somi bene- - SEPTEMBER 23.
BY MAX S. HAYES.

'

100,-pa.-

WOOL, HIDE AND PELT DEALERS
ALBUQUERQUE

AND LAS VEGAS

A

BRUNO DIECKMANN

PRINCE CARL TO BE

VIOLINIST

-t

1

KING OF NORWAY

WILL APPEAR

IN CONCERT

AT

ELK'S OPERA HOUSE

-.

SEPTEMBER 8th
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any-thin-
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HOISTING

HAS BEEN" OUR SPECIALTY

edu-cato- d

,tUV

:

'
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-
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The

Hendrie

&

Mfg. and Supply Co.

BoKhoff

3
1621-163-

Seventeenth Street,

9

j

DENVER, COLORADO
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and

Crockery

re-d-

lal-o-

'

FOR THIRTY YEARS

STEAM, ELECTRIC, COMPRESSED AIR, GAS OR GASOLINE.
Write us your conditions and we can supply your wants. Special Hoist Catalogue on application.

-

t

1

one-thir-

MACHINERY

l'KINCi: I'AKL, Ol-- ' SWLNKN. AM) HIS IIAIIIKS.
of Stte.leu, has been practii al.y
I'rinco Carl, third on of King Os.-arsettled upon by the N' wegians as their new King.
and is g;eat.y loved in both Norway and Swe.b n,
Curl is 41 yean
where he Is called the blue dra .n" because of the cerulean color of tho
H:s wile is l'rincess ingehorg;, ita
cavalry uniform he ofin wears.
an I niice of Quei a Alexandra
lighter of the crown prince of
of Kngland.
The prince and princess havs tw.j children, both gir'.s.

Will not lump up.
Iron

Beds, Steves

and

Ranges,

Needed About the House.

DORRADAILE

Len-n.at-

1

1

mMmnrxsamf

Art

Squares,

AGENT CHARTER

&

CO.,

elc.

Everything

OAK STEEL RANGES

117 COLD 'AVENUE

W

LIGHT.
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J. Rnnl In. left this morning for
Lawrence, Kan- - "fiore they will resume their studies In tho university
of the Sunflower state.
Miss Tier: La Conner, sister of Mrs.
Halley Novell, arrived In the city from
Santa Fe. lat night, and wili remain
.1. Ralph Tasehcr has returned from
here In the future.
Chiraeo and will attend the univerLast nlghf .I iiitro It a A. Ai1tt, Dissity this winter.
trict AtNimv Frank W. C:ancy, Clerk
C. W. Q. Ward, city editor of the W. K.
)am' and Court Stenographer
Las Vegas Optic, was an Albuquerque Harry P. nen. went to lx8 I.unas
visitor Sundtiy.
wheie today they opened court for
Attorney E. Wi Dobson returned Valencia county. They will return to
this morning from a flying trip to El Albuquerque tomorrow morning.
Paso on legal business.
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Bittner are
has re- entertaining Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Sykes
Mrs. Mabell Stevens-Hlmoturned homo from a pleasant sojourn of Troutviile. Ph.. who are on their
way to the Yellowstone park, Port
of several weeks In California.
nf Pvthlna will hold a. land, and o'her Pacific coast points.
Tim
s a sister of Mrs. Din
Mrs- - Sykc
meeting tonight In Klks' hall for the' ner,
transaction of Important business.
Kennedy and Willnrd. the two
S. A. ll.iraUn, of the Ha:abln-Mc-Gaffeof V. S. Strickler, who
company, at Thoreau, spent bright
tin past coupl) of months
yesterday and today In the city on lting
Mrs. S. M.
their
business.
Strickler, in I .os Angeles, returned
agent
general
Ira W. HullinRor, tho
home yesterday, and will be ready
for the Crane atlas, is In the city on school tomorrow morning. Their for
sis
company
business connected with the
ter, little Miss Catherine, remains
he represents.
with Tier g:andmother.
Four children of Mrs. J. O. Shirk, of
A new industry lias been abided to
41) South Kdtth street, were sent to the many
already being taught at the
Santa Fe this morning to enter the Limed Statts Indian BChool In this
academy.
city. This time the new denartnient
Robeit Crawofrd who has been the will be a
factory for the
guest of Prince I.illlo, of il20 South tnakine
old mission stvlp furniture
ror
his ,y the Indian )ys. The Idea Is a
Arno street, lett this morning
good one, and the furniture manufac- home at Philadelphia.
'
Ilenjamln Lyons has gone to rhoe- - lured will find a ready market.
nix, Ariz
wl.e.e he will open i, Mrs. Kittle Ilutler, of Denver, the
branch office of the Union Central
ife )f w (. ,mt,Pri R
,nter who
j
Lite Insurance company.
worko,, ln Thl, citizen composing room
Dr. Kdmund Clayton and family, of a few weeks ago, whites 4o this
are visiting friends ln the city flee to ascertain his present wherea-fo- r
a few days, on their way to Mus- - limits.
Mr. Hutler, on leaving this
Kogee, I. T., w here they go to locate. city, stated that he had accepted a po- '
ition on the Miner, published at Bis- .T
V.
ThP Rnmrrn Phlpftnln ixviCastillo, of Albuquerque, was ln tho ,",('. Arlz- "is wire 's anxious In the
iur and intends to investigate.
city Tuesday to attend the funeinl of
Dominica Baca de Domonquez.
Secretary of the TerriAssistant
Martin Ney, James Childers and tory W. V. White and M. C. Miller,
Charles Jones, connected with the chief clerk in the ollice of Territorial
American Lumber company at Thor Auditor W. (?. Sargeant. came down
Irom Santa Fe last night to witness
eau, spent Sunday In Albuquciquc.
between
Mrs. N. Oehrlng and son, Edward, the hall game today
Fe Centrals and the Mcintosh
of HL'l South Third street, returned
this morning from a six weeks' visit Browns. They will leave tomorrow
for a short outing at the Jemez hot
to uiatives in southern California.
springs..
Charles Phelan. son of'Mrs. Mary
J. II. O'Hielly, district manager for
Phelan, left this morning for Santa
s
Washington Life Insurance
Fe, where he goes to attend St. Mich-ith- e
pany,
college the coming school year.
returned home Saturday night
,rom
a tr,l' t0 tnfi northern part of
Perfecto Armijo, the newly appoint- where he was selling
ed sheriff of Bernalillo county, was a ,ne t(,"'tory,
pum-iesmr. j uieny
passenger for Santa Fe this morning.,'"1
'
He expects to return to Albuquerque also. nai1 his ho'n ol,t blowing for the
territorial lair, anil lie says tnat
tills evening.
New Mexico will make
a
The Lutheran German Ladles' Aid northern
largo contribution of people to the fair
society will meet nt the residence of this year
as usual.
W. F. Sweitzer, No. 501, west Tijeras
avenue Wednesday afternoon, at 2
The Congregatlona
church was
filled yesterday at both the morning
o'clock.
evening
services, to greet the apJesus Garcia, deputy treasurer and and
collector of Torrance county, who has pearance of the new pastor, Uev. J.
W.
Barron. Rev. Barren delivered two
been upending a tew days in Albuquerque, left this morning for his able sermons, taking for his subject
at (he morning service. "Thfi Secret
Miss Edith V. Watson of Chicago, ',lfnT,C,V,h!;,BPt,afn
That Work."
i ....
!.
n ,
n . nas,
In in.
Vfltllnir
....
.v ,Mi,fr ha on uiuu 4icai
in Albuquerque, the guest of Miss Ger- "The
WaMed
Substance."
Leekley,
trude
of South Fdith street,
Peiry C. Burks, Uie handsome young
has returned home.
who represents Carter,
Miss Nellie Kennedy, who went to gentleman
California for an outing, Is recover- Rice & Co., paper dealers of Denver,
ing from a slight attack of typhoid is in the city, and rumor has It that
benfever. Miss Kennedy was confined ln he will soon become a
edict, a pretty young lady at Delta,
bed for two weeks.
Colo.,
claiming
his heart. It Is also
Fred Goldsmith, who was the Inthat Perry Is a stockholder
structor at the Albuquerque gymnasi- understood
In the Spencer Seedless Apple comum last winter, is now in Detroit. pany,
Mich., nnd has a lucrative position as he is of Grand Junction, Colo., and
counting on millions in the near
cashier ln a restaurant.
future.
F. B. Sehwentker, manager of the
C. E. Kerr, Santa Fe barber, accomAlbuquerque branch of the Conservative Life Insurance company, of Cali- panied the Santa Fe Central ball team
fornia, expects to leave for the west to the city. Mr. Kerr is looking after
the Santa Fe boys in the absence of
tonight on a soliciting trip.
Manager Clarence Case, who was unA regular monthly business meeting
able
of the Christian Endeavor of the Pres- nave to make the trip to Albuquerque.
known Albubyterian church will be held tonight at querque elller. thewel
merchant, intends leaving
the home of Mr. and Mrs. F. B.
for San Pedro, Cal., where he
Sehwentker, 210 South Sixth street.
will engage In the grocery business.
United States Attorney W. II. H. Mr. Weiller has many friends in this
Llewellyn passed through the city this city who will wish him all sorts of
morning en. route to attend court at success in his new venture.
Santa- Fe. Major Llewellyn
spent
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Gould, of Blsbee,
Sunday at his home at Las Cruees.
Ariz., arrived In the city this morning
The llollirook Argus says: Fred from the south, and were
Fleischer, traveling salesman for the callers at The Citizen office.pleasant
Stern, Schloss wholesale liquor com- are on their way to Gallup, where Thev
pany, of Albuquerque, made a trip to understood they will negotiate It is
the
Concho, St. Johns and Springei ville purchase of th3 Gallup Republican,
this week.
and hope soon to become permanent
C. E. Suntaag,
proprietor of the
Santa Fe restaurant, on South First
street. Is suffering from blood poisoning In his right arm. The malady
flist started from a burn made by 'not
j
The only Short Order Lunch
grease.
J
Room in the City. Fine Coffee
M. R. Otero, register of the United
aSpt,a,,,r- States land office at Santa Fe, came
216 S. Second St.
down from the capital Saturday night
and spent Sunday and today with his
family. He will return to Santa Fe
tomorrow.
Superintendent M. O. Chadbourne,
of the Albuquerque Traction company,
has gone to Denver on business for the
company. During his absence E. C.
Allen is looking after the Traction
company's business.
Herbert Rankin and sisters, Dona
and Junnlta, children of Mr. and Mrs.
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Our School Shoes
Ate Reliable

e

They are good, honest, all aotid leather Shoes, with plenty ofatyle
and good fitters. They are made In factories 'where every condition
Is perfect to produce them In large
quantities- at common sense
"
prices.
you
Our Idea Is to give
the best values for your money and to
please you. We want to get your trade and we want to keep It. We
are ever ready to show our goods and to quote prices.
-

y

i

Girls' Shoes
5 to 8, 85c
8' 2 to 11, $1

io $1.25.
to $1.50.

V

2a

to 2, $1.25 to $1.85.
to 6, $1.75 to $2.25.

Boys' Shoes
5

8'

2

to 8, 85c to $1.25.
to 13, 90c to $1.65.

131'2 to 2, $1.10 to $2.
2', 2 to by2, $1.50 to $2.25.

-

-

DEPENDABLE FOOD PRODUCTS.
Are those tnat have stood the test
of practical experience! id this respect the groceries we sell are above
even t!
breath of suspicion. No
brand that is at all questionable In
quality can find a place In our store.
Patrons favoring us with their orders
g
can depend on us absolutely for
the best In quality, the
be3t In flavor and the best In
furn-lushin-

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120 Boutlj Second 8t- -

0CPYB6Ht

Rio Grande Lumber Co.

General Building Supplies
SCREEN DOORS
A. H. HEYN, Mgr.

Both Phones.

34 and Maquctte

Office of Ostermoor & Co., New York, Aug. 22, 1905.
O. W. Strong's Sons, Albuquerque, N. M.
Gentlemen We acknowledge with thanks, jour favor of the 17th,
ordering fifty "Ostermoor' mattresses, assorted coverings, which carries

with it exclusive sale for your city.
The twenty mattresses oidered previously were being shipped
when we wrote our last letter, and we do not Include this twenty In
your order for the fifty. We trust this will be satisfactory to you, as
It means that we must refuse to ship any other orders from Albuquerque.
We shall proceed with the work on thp fifty r.t the earliest moment,
and trust to be able to ship them within the next few weeks. Again
thanking you for this large order, we are very trulv yours,
OSTERMOOit u. CO.

O. W.

STRONG'S SONS

Furniture

Installment

Crockery, Rugs
Tapestry

A

Specialty

HEARTBURN,

INDIGESTION,

DYSPEPSIA

COSTIYENESS

are quickly overcome
when
HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH BITTERS

of McKlnley county. Mrs.
Gould was Miss Inez L. Foster, when'
she resided in Albuquerque a few
months ago, and while a resident of
this territory did repottorlal work on
residents

several newspapers.

Notice.
On and after the 1st of September
I will be located at my new mill at
No.
South First street, and
will operate under the name- of the
Superior Lumber and Planing Mill
Co., where all order will be 'promptly
filled, and I will be pleased to meet
all of my old customers.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
601-50-

any
are
and
our

Watches, Tewelry and Silverware

FT

6f

ref

KS"T
m

L ca ding

Je weler,

RAILROAD AVENUE

The Citizen Want Ads Bring Best Results

Boy's New Fall Suits

j

I

A splc, span fresh line, of new all wool
suits In fancy cassimeres
and cheviots, In many different fall shapes have Just arrived and
been placed on aale at from
i

The territorial fair Is comln':
You'll see who keeps things rollln'
then;
All haulln, sprlnklln will be done
By the Albuquerque Transfer men.

$3:50 t0 $6.oo Each
Every garment to meet your highest expectation of superior

9

COMPANY.
By O; E. GUSTAFSON.

Special Knee

PANTS

the-Sant-

SUN

IVES, THE FLORIST.

Any waist In the house, exclud- Ing whites, worth up to 90 cents

at

lk

TO-KA-

MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT
SEPTEMBER 23.

WAISTS

counter heaping over with the
regular 75 cent quality at

50c

FIRST SHIPMENT OF FLAME
GRAPES. SIZE, FLAVOR AND
BEAUTY
UNSURPASSABLE.
GREEN LABEL ON ALL
W. JENKS' FRUIT, FOR SALE AT
JAFFA GROCERY COMPANY AND
A. J. MALOY.

Special Mother's Friend

A

WE AIM TO PLEASE BOTH EYE
AND PALATE. LOOK
OUT
FOR

50c

Each

complete new line of Boys' Hats, Shoes and Caps, now on sale

A

SIMON STERN
THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

Fresh Cut Flowers.

cotn-ael'-

''";

PLUMBING

.

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
Call and Exafnine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sampl9 Rooms

i.

V

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices
Belting,

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST
"

WHITNEY COMPANY"
South Fint Street

1

J

401-40-

3

North First Stwet

HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.

"

P.

The Clarkvllle coal we eell principally, like the Father of His Country.
oa a reputation second to none, and
you know. If you've tried It, that It's
the beet ever burned. Its freedom
qualfrom Impurities, Its
ities and our fairness as to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
Absolutely ln every ton leaving our
yard. We also handle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and klnd- -

Lommori...-....Matteucci.

free-burnin-

'9

i y

v,'

Dealers In
'
GROCERIES, FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
AND THE BEST OF MEATS.
IM
PORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY.
Call at No. 624 West Tijeras Ro
Automatic Phone 109.
Old Telephone 276.

John S. Beaven

c

Diamonds are always in order. We can talk Diamond to you at
time. They are an investment, and a good investment at the prices we
selling them. We have some exquisite Diamond Broochei, Solitaire Rings
Stuck, and we are really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in
store and price them.

Send your boy back to his studies In new clothes. Helps out a lot,
gives a sense of "something doing," quits different from the "go
4e you please" vacation feeling. We are already, too.

is used. Try a bottle

MERCHANTS Cj

DIAMONDS

Most Time for the School
Bells to Ring Once Mote

AND

Both phones.

.

IIAIJDWARK

J. POST & CO.
RKTATL

WIIOIYTCSATK AND

IIAIvDWAlvfC

FEW LEADERS IN OUR LINE

Our
Black Cat stockings for
boys and girls will outwear any other
brand at the same price. They fit
well and are perfectly fast black. Give
them atrial. You will be pleased. C.
May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.

STUDEBAKERS'
T EAD THE WORLD.

More Studebaker

Wagons used today than any other (3)
three makes combined. Best obtainable
wood stock used in constructing the "Studebaker" and is seasoned from three to five
years before using. Write us for prices on
all kinds of vehicles.

Chop! Chop! Chop!

Y7E WANT to talk

shirt to you. We have received
a full and complete assortment of R. L. McDonald
& Co.'t celebrated shirts. Tbey are sewed with linen
thread with
felled seams, shaped shoulders, full cut
in every particular. We want to show you what a strong
durable shirt we can sell you for 50 cents.
We have others at 75c, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50 and up to $3 00.
Call and see the best line on the market.
Yours truly,
E. L. WASHBURN CO.

dble

it, to get down the
chopping bowl and knife and prepare
something for the next meal?
But the tiresome methodjs out of date.
You can do the" work "with Sargent's
Cem Food Chopper and do it
better with but little labor. The
Gem chops all kinds of food in
coarse, medium nr finp
oc
sired. Useful in the preparation of substantial and
desserts. You need it in your kitchen every day.

Tiresome, Isn't

iS

nirc

E.
MWTSMIW

it- -

rSL
J. TOST
J lbuquerque.

CO.,

a.

"CTEP IN" while shopping and look over
our line of choppers and other useful
articles around the house. Bargains for all
at reduced prices. Refrigerators, Ice Cream
Freezers, Water Coolers, Stoves and Ranges,
Garden Hose and Sprinklers.
MECHANICS' AND CARPENTERS'
TOOLS A SPECIALTY
lKO.MrT DK LIVKKV ON

KY Kit Y

PUItCHASK

215 Wt Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

-

NEW MEXICO

